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In recent years, the internet of things (IoT) has been progressing rapidly with the integration of techno-

logies in various fields. At this stage, triboelectric nanogenerator (TENG) technology based on the

triboelectrification effect and electrostatic induction has revealed great potential in various fields,

including energy harvesting and sensing. Due to the improvements of configurations and materials,

TENGs offer flexibility, compatibility, and stability, enabling novel auxiliary applications by harvesting and

converting human mechanical energy. In this review, we first propose a concept of the TENG-based

human body IoT system, consisting of energy harvesting, sensing, and interfacing, to effectively obtain,

monitor and manage human motion and physical status information. Then, we present a comprehensive

overview of such an IoT system from the three aforementioned focuses. Firstly, studies on human body

energy harvesting are categorized according to the configurations and materials of TENGs. Secondly,

based on the high sensitivity of TENGs, wearable and implantable sensors are investigated to develop

the potential of human motion or physiological signal monitoring. Thirdly, the representative studies on

TENG-based interfacing between human body and external electronics by using a microcontroller

(MCU) are investigated based on various interactive types. Furthermore, we statistically discuss the

developmental trend of TENGs in the above focused fields, and the materials suitable for TENGs to offer

inspirational angles for future research. We also elaborate the proposed TENG-based human body IoT

system by introducing various integrated modules with multi-functions. Finally, we systematically present

promising prospects for future research directions and challenges from the perspectives of materials,

power management, and communication. This review is dedicated to offering critical insights into the

development of TENG-based human body IoT systems.

Broader context
Triboelectric nanogenerators (TENGs) have demonstrated the capability of converting diverse types of mechanical energy into electrical energy, featured with
the advantages of simple fabrication, lightweight, low cost, and high conversion efficiency. Recent years have witnessed the prosperous development of TENGs,
which have been widely distributed in various fields, such as energy harvesting, sensing, and interaction. Yet, a comprehensive system consisting of the
aforementioned advantages and multi-functions has not been discussed so far. Herein, a concept of the human body IoT system is first proposed with
technologies of TENGs, biosensing, data acquisition, and wireless communication. Such an IoT system, consisting of a self-powered data acquisition module, a
data processing center, and user terminals, can be employed to systematically monitor and manage human body status information. It also offers promising
insights towards the development of smart health management and healthcare systems.
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1. Introduction

As the world is marching into the era of 5G telecommunication
technology, studies in various fields have tended toward the
integration of big data, cloud computing, artificial intelligence
(AI) and the internet of things (IoT).1 The combination of
these technologies has completely enhanced productivity and
changed lifestyles. The concept of the IoT is defined as the
internet-connecting things or people via multi-functional
nodes, so that real-world objects possess communicative and
analytic capability to collect information from themselves or
their surroundings by using smart devices.2 This concept has
been extended to all aspects of various fields, including trans-
portation, industrial manufacturing, social services, smart city
or smart home, as well as mobile and electronic devices.3–5 It is
predicted that 75.44 billion IoT devices will be connected to the
Internet by 2025.6

A simple IoT system mainly consists of power supply units,
sensor units, signal processing units, and a data transmission
system.7 Such systems are widely distributed in various fields,
including the monitoring of ocean and forest fire. A battery,
as one of the typical power supply units, requires frequent
replacement and presents a high replacement cost. Moreover,
batteries featured with a limited lifespan cannot provide a
reliable and sustainable power energy, which is the major
factor restricting their future potential applications.8–10 Due
to the recent progress in low-power technology, the power
consumption of microelectronic devices has come to the level
of micro-/nanowatts. Meanwhile, portable wireless electronics
are undergoing explosive advancement, with the total number
increasing tremendously and power consumption decreasing
significantly.11 Converting various energy, such as solar,12

wind,13 electromagnetic,14–16 and mechanical17–19 energy, into
electricity is a practical strategy. Among these energy sources,
the mechanical energy generated by human motion displays
distinct advantages of high density, wide distribution, and
convenient acquisition, which makes it a premier choice for
portable energy supply units.20,21 However, significant dissipa-
tion of mechanical energy often occurs in human daily life.
Different types of energy transducing mechanisms and energy
harvesters have been developed to scavenge the dissipated
energy.22–25 Moreover, the energy supply units should possess
the characteristics of portability, sustainability, miniaturization,
wearability, or even implantability.26–28

The triboelectrification effect (TE), as one of the major
energy transducing mechanisms, was first utilized to construct
triboelectric nanogenerators (TENGs) in 2012 by Prof. Wang
and his team.29 The working principles of TENGs are the TE
effect and electrostatic induction, through which certain mate-
rials become electrically charged after contact or rubbing
against a different material. Such principles have been exten-
sively explored for mechanical energy harvesting with the
advantages of versatile operation modes, broad material avail-
ability, simple fabrication, and low cost.30,31 Replacing bat-
teries as the power source, TENGs have been widely applied
to harvest human motion energy for low-power electronics.32–36

Furthermore, owing to the high stability and sensitivity, TENGs
have been employed as self-powered sensors for real-time
monitoring of human motion and physiological signals
such as walking and running,37,38 finger touch,39,40 joint
movement,41–44 heart rate,45,46 and breathing.45,47 Meanwhile,
TENGs with such excellent capabilities have also been
employed as tools for interfacing between human body and
external electronics.48

In this review, we first propose a concept of the human body
IoT system based on the technologies of TENGs, biosensing,
data acquisition, and wireless communication. Compared with
the traditional IoT system, the TENG-based human body IoT
system, which is mediated by the human body, can efficiently
monitor and manage the human motion and health status
without external power supply. (i) The energy harvesting
module based on TENGs in the human body IoT system
enables the low-power sensors to work powered by electricity
converted from human motions, while the traditional IoT
system is mostly powered by electrochemical batteries or the
national grid. (ii) TENG-based sensors in the human body IoT
system display the advantages of light weight, low cost, and
high sensitivity, while the traditional IoT system usually con-
sists of stiff sensors with significant weight and relatively low
wearability. (iii) The TENG-based human–machine interface
in the human body IoT system can exhibit higher reliability
and faster response due to its high performance synthetic
materials, than that of the interaction in the traditional IoT
system. By integrating various TENG-based sensors for mon-
itoring human body motion and health status, it will promote
the intellectualization and integration of human medical
health. Fig. 1 shows an extension from a simple IoT system to a
TENG-based human body IoT system. Meanwhile, we present a
comprehensive overview of the proposed IoT system, which is
powered or sensed by TENG technology and mainly includes
energy harvesting,49–51 sensing,52–54 interfacing,55 and com-
munication. Starting with the brief concept of human body
IoT systems and the working principle of TENGs, the detailed
studies related to TENG-based human body IoT systems are
introduced. We mainly focus on three aspects. Firstly, the
TENG, through harvesting human energy, is implemented as
the power source for low-power electronic devices. Secondly,
the TENG functions as a sensor for monitoring human body
status, including motion and physiological activities. Thirdly,
the TENG is utilized as the key technology for electronics
to interact with external objects. Moreover, we statistically
discuss the output of recent papers on TENGs and the
materials suitable for TENGs in the above research points to
observe the development trends. We also elaborate the
proposed TENG-based human body IoT system by intro-
ducing various integrated modules with multi-functions.
Finally, we present promising prospects for future research
directions and challenges on focused aspects, such as proper-
ties of materials for different research areas, TENG packa-
ging, power management and energy storage, communication
and networking, AI technology, as well as fundamental theory
of TENGs.
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2. Fundamental theory and
mechanism
2.1 Triboelectrification effect

The triboelectrification effect, as a basic effect of electricity, is
usually elaborated as a phenomenon whereby two different
materials can be electrically charged when they are brought
into contact and separated (Fig. 2a).56 The understanding of
its mechanism has been controversial and requires further
studies. Recently, Prof. Wang proposed an electron-cloud over-
lap model,56 which could explain the TE effect occurring in
solid–solid and liquid–solid interfaces generally. The TE effect,
which commonly creates electric fires and discharge, and leads
to energy dissipation in our daily life, has always been deemed
as a negative effect.57 With the invention of Kelvin probe force
microscopy (a tool for detection of nano TE), the positive effect
of TE was gradually developed and utilized, such as TENGs.58,59

Using the electrostatic charges created on the surfaces of two
different materials brought in contact, separation of the two
surfaces under an external force promotes the contact-induced
triboelectric charges to generate a potential drop, which can drive
electrons to flow between the two electrodes fabricated on the top
and bottom surfaces of the two materials.60 Accordingly, the four
basic modes of TENGs (vertical contact–separation mode,61,62

contact-sliding mode,63,64 single-electrode mode,65,66 and free-
standing mode67,68) are developed as illustrated in Fig. 2c.

2.2 Maxwell’s displacement current

Maxwell’s equations,69 as some of the top 10 equations in physics,
have presented huge significance in modern fundamental science
and technologies. The specific expressions are as follows:

r�D = rf (Gauss’s law) (1)

r�B = 0 (Gauss’s law for magnetism) (2)

r� E ¼ @B
@t

ðFaraday0s lawÞ (3)

r�H ¼ J f þ
@D

@t
ðMaxwell�Ampere0s lawÞ (4)

where E denotes the electric field, B denotes the magnetic field,
H denotes the magnetizing field, rf denotes the free electric
charge density, Jf denotes the free electric current density, and
D denotes the displacement field.

In addition, the relationship between D and P is expressed
as

D = e0E + P (5)

where P denotes the polarization field and e0 denotes the
permittivity in vacuum. For isotropic media, eqn (5) is defined as

D = eE (6)

where e denotes the permittivity of the dielectrics.

Fig. 1 Schematic illustrations of (a) a simple IoT system composition and (b) a human body IoT system based on the triboelectrification effect.
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The second term in eqn (4) is the Maxwell’s displacement
current, which is defined as

JD ¼
@D

@t
¼ e0

@E

@t
þ @P
@t

(7)

The second term in eqn (7) has been demonstrated to be
related to the outputs of TENGs in 2017 by Prof Wang.60

Furthermore, Wang has derived the expanded Maxwell’s equa-
tions, which can be employed to explain the general theory of
TENGs.70 The specific expression is as follows:

r�D0 = rf � r�PS (8)

r�B = 0 (9)

r� E ¼ �@B
@t

(10)

r�H ¼ J f þ
@D0

@t
þ @PS

@t
(11)

where D = D0 + PS = e0E + P + PS, with the term PS denoting the
mechano-driving created polarization owing to the relative
movement of the charged media surfaces by mechanical
triggering,56 which is different from the electric field induced
medium polarization P. Such charges on the surfaces are
created from physical contact among the moving media due
to the TE effect.

Moreover, for a mechano-driven, shape-deformable, charged-
media system,71 slowly moving at an arbitrary velocity field n(r, t),
eqn (8)–(11) can be expressed as

r�D0(r, t) = rf(r, t) � r�PS(r, t) (12)

r�B(r, t) = 0 (13)

r� ðEðr; tÞ � nðr; tÞ � Bðr; tÞÞ ¼ � @
@t
Bðr; tÞ (14)

r� Hðr; tÞ þ nðr; tÞ � ðD0ðr; tÞ þ PSðr; tÞÞ½ �

¼ J fðr; tÞ þ rfðr; tÞnðr; tÞ þ
@

@t
D0ðr; tÞ þ PSðr; tÞ½ �

(15)

where all the quantities in eqn (12)–(15) are a function of
(r, t) in the Lab frame. The term n � B in eqn (14) is the
contribution of the Lorentz force to the local electric field.
The term n � (D0 + PS) in eqn (15) is the local induced electric
current due to the movement of medium to the local
electric field.

Summarily, mechanical energy can be converted into elec-
tricity by employing the displacement current generated from
such external force via the triboelectrification effect as the
driving force, which is also referred to as the fundamental
theory of TENGs.72

3. Harvesting human mechanical
energy with TENGs for power supply

As power generators, TENGs can serve as highly customizable,
flexible, and low-cost power sources for wearable devices.73

Humans’ adaptable and complex daily activities such as joint
motion, hand motion, walking, and running can generate large
amounts of mechanical energy. By converting these energies,
milliwatts of power can be obtained to supply power for
portable low-power electronics. Traditional wearable electro-
nics are powered by batteries with regular power replenishment
or replacement. Hence, cost-effective TENGs, which possess
unique advantages for harvesting the waste energy efficiently,
have been proved as a reliable and stable energy harvester for
powering next-generation wearable IoT devices.74,75 However,
the challenges in exploring triboelectric materials with low cost
and high performance still exist and have aroused the interests

Fig. 2 Triboelectrification effect and its extension. (a) Triboelectrification and the atomic potential energy model and electronic states. DE is the
potential barrier between the two atoms. EA and EB are the two atoms belonging to two materials A and B, respectively. (b) The expanded Maxwell’s
equations, and the mechanism of NGs. (c) Four basic modes of TENGs.
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of many researchers.76,77 Furthermore, various approaches, such
as energy extraction enhancement circuit,78 have been reported to
significantly enhance the energy conversion efficiency.79–82 In
2019, Lee et al. reported an overview of harvesting mechanical
energy via TENG technology, which focused on the surface
modification methods beyond the limitations of structural para-
meters and materials.83 A more recent overview of studies related
to human mechanical energy harvesting is illustrated in this
section from the angles of more sophisticated configuration
design, and material synthesis and interface processing for per-
formance enhancement of TENGs.

3.1 Configurations

Based on the principle of the triboelectrification effect,
researchers have designed many intriguing configurations for
mechanical energy harvesting from different human body parts,
such as fold,84 nanowire,85,86 ball,87 sandwich,88 origami,89

honeycomb,90 and woven91 configurations. The relevant represen-
tative work is illustrated in Fig. 3.

Researchers have proposed a few configurations to harvest
subtle human mechanical energy for power supply of com-
monly used low-power electronics. Rana et al. designed a
hybridized biomechanical nanogenerator (HBNG) combining
an electromagnetic generator and a TENG.85 The output per-
formance of the TENG was enhanced by a PTFE film with a nano-
wire structure. The output power density reached 185 W m�2 at a
frequency of 5 Hz. By harvesting the human mechanical energy,
HBNG simultaneously supplied power for a Bluetooth mouse,
a smart watch and other electronics for 3 minutes. Similarly, to
harvest human-induced vibrations, Rahman et al. constructed a
miniature TENG that adopted the nanowire and micro–nano

hierarchical structure to further enhance the energy harvesting
efficiency.86 As shown in Fig. 3a, the proposed TENG was able
to supply power for miniature low-power electronics such as
smart watches and thermo-hygrometers by harvesting human
mechanical energy. Ren et al. integrated a groove-shaped
micro-structured haze thin film (GHF) into an autonomous
single-electrode TENG (AS-TENG) to harvest human mechanical
energy (Fig. 3b).92 The GHF was employed as a triboelectric
layer to enhance the surface charge density of the AS-TENG.
The output voltage and current of AS-TENG exhibited 120 and
105% improvements, respectively.

Some different configurations were presented to harvest
human mechanical energy from large amplitude human
motion, such as walking. Jung et al. developed a hybrid organic
photovoltaic cell TENG system consisting of a non-fullerene
organic photovoltaic cell and a Cu ball.87 The Cu ball-based
TENG of the hybrid device was able to effectively harvest human
mechanical energy through processive and regular contact–
separation of the Cu balls during human motion. Tan et al.
reported a fully energy-autonomous temperature-to-time con-
verter (TTC) based on the TENG for biomedical applications.93

The proposed TTC was attached to the arm to be driven by the
low frequency (o1 Hz) of human arm motion. After the storage
capacitor collected a voltage of 0.6 V, the low-power TTC, which
performed one-shot conversion of temperature to pulse width,
was activated by the power management unit. Yun et al. utilized
a bi-directional gearbox to construct an exo-shoe TENG, which
enhanced the energy conversion efficiency.94 As shown in
Fig. 3c, the key of the structure was converting the low
frequency (1 Hz) walking into uni-directional rotation with a
high speed of 700 rpm.

Fig. 3 Harvesting human mechanical energy with various configurations of TENGs. (a) Schematic illustration of the miniaturized TENG with micro–nano
hierarchical configuration. Reproduced with permission from ref. 86, Copyright 2020, Elsevier. (b) Schematic illustration of the TENG based on a micro-
nano haze film. Reproduced with permission from ref. 92, Copyright 2019, Elsevier. (c) Structural design of the exo-shoe TENG based on the sliding mode
for high frequency stepping motion energy harvesting. Reproduced with permission from ref. 94, Copyright 2020, Elsevier. (d) Structural design of the
Mylar-based TENG with a novel origami configuration. Reproduced with permission from ref. 89, Copyright 2021, Elsevier.
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To further improve the human mechanical energy conversion
efficiency, many other diverse novel configurations of TENGs
were developed. Li et al. reported a sandwich-structured
TENG (S-TENG) with silicone rubber and silver-coated glass
microspheres.88 The S-TENG with a high stretchability of 300%
exhibited robustness when placed on various parts of the
human body to harvest human motion energy. It yielded an
open-circuit voltage (Voc) of 370 V and a short-circuit current
(Isc) of 9.5 mA via optimized parameters. By contrast, based on
an innovative origami structure, Zargari et al. firstly utilized a
Mylar film to fabricate the origami TENG, which operated
continuously without any external power sources (Fig. 3d).89

Similarly, the honeycomb structure was extended and stacked
along a certain direction in a limited space. Accordingly, Yang
et al. proposed a honeycomb-shaped TENG (H-TENG) with high
structural density and flexibility.90 It generated an open-circuit
voltage of 1500 V and a power density of 10.79 W m�2.
Furthermore, human walking motion powered an electronic
watch and pedometer through the H-TENG. Considering the
challenges of wearable TENGs from the aspects of flexibility,
breathability and washability, Guan et al. designed a novel
woven-structured TENG (WS-TENG) that generated an open-
circuit voltage of 166 V, a short-circuit current of 8.5 mA, and a
power density of 93 mW m�2.91 The high output of the WS-TENG
made it suitable for driving portable and wearable electronics.

3.2 Material synthesis and interface processing

Considering the significance of materials in implementing the
triboelectrification effect, many researchers attempted to con-
duct material synthesis and interface processing to improve the
output performance of TENGs.95,96 The related representative
work is illustrated in Fig. 4.

Numerous novel composite materials for the triboelectric
layers have been tested in TENGs for human mechanical energy
harvesting. Chen et al. constructed a TENG with a chitosan-silk
fibroin-airlaid paper composite film (CSA film).97 The CSA-
based dual-electrode TENG was able to efficiently harvest
human motion energy due to the excellent electron donating
ability of the CSA film. It was successfully applied to harvest
energy from hand clapping and trampolining. Similarly, Kim
et al. developed a TENG with outstanding electric perfor-
mances, which was sufficient to illuminate 117 light-emitting
diodes and drive several low-power electronics.98 You et al.
fabricated an organic semiconductor-based TENG by using
poly(3,4-ethylene dioxythiophene):poly(styrene sulfonate)
(PEDOT:PSS) as the triboelectric layer (Fig. 4a).99 The proposed
TENG achieved an open-circuit voltage of 1 V and a short-circuit
current of 309 mA. Its internal resistance was measured to be
208 O, and the power density reached up to 11.67 mW m�2. The
charging ability of the fabricated TENG was experimentally
tested for further potential applications. In addition, Zhang

Fig. 4 Harvesting human mechanical energy based on TENGs with various materials. (a) Configuration of the semiconductor-based TENG. Reproduced
with permission from ref. 99, Copyright 2021, Elsevier. (b) Schematic illustration of the eco-friendly TENG based on a fish gelatin film and a PTFE/PDMS
composite film. Reproduced with permission from ref. 101, Copyright 2020, American Chemical Society. (c) Configuration of the MAMP electrode-based
TENG. Reproduced with permission from ref. 102, Copyright 2020, Elsevier. (d) Configuration of the single-electrode TENG based on polyester
conductive cloth. Reproduced with permission from ref. 104, Copyright 2021, The Royal Society of Chemistry. (e) Configuration and fabrication process
of the humidity-resistant TENG based on a fluorinated polymer sponge. Reproduced with permission from ref. 105, Copyright 2021, Elsevier.
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et al. reported a unique wearable TENG (W-TENG) which
employed a PTFE film and cotton fabric as the materials of the
triboelectric pair.100 By converting the low-frequency human
mechanical energy into electricity, the W-TENG generated
an open-circuit voltage of 556 V, a short-circuit current of
26 mA, and a power density of 0.66 mW cm�2. As shown in
Fig. 4b, Han et al. designed a flexible and versatile TENG based on
a fish gelatin film and a PTFE/PDMS composite film.101

It exhibited high performance with an open circuit voltage of
130 V, a short circuit current of 0.35 mA, and a power density of
45.8 mW cm�2, which was sufficient to activate 50 light-emitting
diodes.

Additionally, various materials are available for fabrication
of electrodes. Considering the stretchability of TENGs, Liu et al.
utilized an Mxene–AgNWs–Mxene–polyurethane nanofiber
(MAMP) electrode to construct a TENG (Fig. 4c).102 It generated
a voltage of 38 V and a current density of 1.67 mA m�2 only by
tapping. Su et al. developed a simply structured wearable TENG
which included a tribo-material of silk and an electrode mate-
rial of carbon nanotubes.103 By combining both materials in
liquid phase bio-conductivity could be achieved. This specially
designed TENG showed great potential to supply power for low-
power devices by attaching it to a glove and harvesting the
energy of various human movements. As depicted in Fig. 4d,
Zhao et al. used polyester conductive cloth that was wrapped in
a flexible elastomer to develop a flexible and extendable single-
electrode TENG (S-TENG).104 The 40 � 100 mm2 S-TENG
exhibited a high output performance with an open-circuit
voltage and power density of up to 534 V and 230 mW m�2,
respectively. Moreover, the S-TENG was employed to drive
various low-power electronics by converting mechanical energy
from various human motions, including joint movement,
walking and hand tapping.

The output performance of TENGs has been proved to
decrease in humid environments. Therefore, it is essential to
synthesize novel humidity-resistant materials to construct
TENGs with stable performance in humidity. As shown in
Fig. 4e, Peng et al. designed a novel TENG based on a fluori-
nated polymer sponge (FPS-TENG).105 The voltage output of
FPS-TENG was three times higher than that of the TENG based
on a pristine polymer film. The FPS-TENG maintained almost
90% electrical output performance under 20–85% relative
humidity, which made it a stable and viable power source for
low-power devices in humid environments. Zheng et al. pre-
sented a multi-functional wheat starch TENG (S-TENG) through
an eco-friendly method, which generated an open-circuit
voltage of 151.4 V and a short-circuit current of 47.1 mA.106

The proposed S-TENG was used to harvest mechanical energy
from human motion, the performance of which was less
affected in humidity than in dryness. To better harvest the
mechanical energy of human motion, Mariello et al. developed
a flexible TENG based on the combination of a polysiloxane
elastomer and poly(para-xylylene) as a power source for low-
power wearable electronics.107 Particularly, the proposed TENG
was composed of a PDMS substrate made via a steam-curing
step. Then, a layer with metallized titanium and gold was

deposited on the surface of PDMS. Finally, the metallized layer
was covered with a film of parylene C as the friction layer. The
inertness and barrier properties of the material made the
device resistant to humidity.

Different from the traditional methods based on the mod-
ification of the interface, novel interface processing methods
were proposed to increase the surface contact area for perfor-
mance enhancement. Pyo et al. utilized a textile made of pile-
embroidered fibres as one of the contact surfaces to develop a
flexible wearable TENG.108 The key point was to significantly
promote the contact area through the deformability of the
fibres originating from the suspended structure. The prepared
TENG exhibited a high output power, which was 24 times
higher than that of traditional TENGs. Liang et al. executed a
specialized welding to ensure a AgNW electrode-based TENG
with high conductivity.109 Under a frequency of 2 Hz, the open-
circuit voltage, short-circuit current and power density reached
up to 66 V, 8.6 mA and 446 mW m�2, respectively.

Summarily, large amounts of dissipated human mechanical
energy can be harvested and converted into electricity for power
supply of low-power electronics by TENGs. Moreover, the energy
conversion efficiency is distinctly improved by designing innova-
tive configurations and synthesizing various materials, which
demonstrates the great potential of high-performance TENGs in
harvesting human mechanical energy, as summarized in Table 1.

4. Sensing human motion and
physiological activities based on
TENGs

Decades of progress in the miniaturization of electronics and
advances of materials are paving the way for the continuous
development of wearable and implantable devices. Various
miniature low-power sensing devices have been applied for
the monitoring of human motion signals and health-related
physiological signals.110–114 Humans are experiencing greater
and greater conveniences which are brought by diverse sensing
devices, including smartwatches, glasses, shoes, gloves, pace-
makers, and necklaces. Considering the advantages of TENGs
with high sensitivity, flexibility, and stretchability, many
researchers have developed diverse TENGs to construct sensors
for supporting continuous monitoring of human motion and
health.115,116 Designing these kinds of sensors to function as
wearable and implantable devices usually requires materials to
be sensitive to human activities while maintaining the comfort
of the user and meeting the requirements of biocompatibility.
Consequently, material sensitivity is the main focus for device
fabrication. This section summarizes the recent studies from
the angles of sensing motion/physiological signals via TENG-
based wearable/implantable sensors.

4.1 Sensing human motion signals via TENG-based wearable
sensors

Detecting changes in the motion of different body parts is
crucial for real-time monitoring of physical conditions, which
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can in turn be leveraged for self-assessments and interventions.
Various wearable sensors have been widely applied in human
body movement monitoring and play an increasingly signifi-
cant role in daily life, especially for health training117,118 and
medical rehabilitation.119,120 In these distinct applications,
sensors equipped with the properties of flexibility, ductility,
and shape-adaptability are essential to ensure device avail-
ability and reliability.121–123 Meanwhile, the application of
TENGs as human wearable sensors has made significant pro-
gress due to the availability of novel flexible, stretchable,
durable, and waterproof materials.124,125 As users pay more
and more attention to physical movement, TENG-based wear-
able sensors, which can be attached to various human body
parts, have been widely applied in monitoring physical
motions, such as joint motions,126,127 hand gestures,116,128 and
gaits.129

4.1.1 Joint motions. Bending and stretching are two of the
most common activities of human extremities. Accordingly,
many researchers focused on these biomechanical movements
for monitoring joint motions via signal acquisition.130,131 The
relevant state-of-the-art work is illustrated in Fig. 5.

Researchers have developed various TENG-based sensors to
sensitively obtain the bending angle of joint motions. Wen et al.
coated a poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene):poly(4-styrenesulfonate)
(PEDOT:PSS) thin film onto the stretched PDMS plate to con-
struct a novel TENG which exhibited high stretchability and
transparency.132 As shown in Fig. 5a, with the bending of the
human elbow joint, the fabricated TENG recorded the bending
angle and the motion frequency by analysing the peak value of
voltage and counting the peak number. As shown in Fig. 5b,
He et al. designed a novel strain/pressure sensor using a
stretchable, soft, and compressible hydrogel based on a mix of
silk fibroin, polyacrylamide, graphene oxide, and PEDOT:PSS.133

It exhibited a wide sensing range with a strain of 2–600% and a

pressure of 0.5–119.4 kPa. Particularly, the hydrogel-based sensor
was non-allergenic on human skin and possessed superior bio-
compatibility, which made it suitable as a motion monitor for
human physical activity such as joint bending. Huang et al.
developed a TENG-based active pressure sensor with a premier
exhibition of stability and sensitivity.134 The biomass-based bac-
terial cellulose/chitosan (BC/CS) composites and PDMS/Cu film
were used as positive and negative triboelectric layers, respec-
tively. The proposed sensor with a sensitivity of 0.24 V kPa�1 in
the range of 10.5–96.25 kPa was convenient for human joint
motion detection through attaching it to the elbow, knee, wrist
and other body parts.

Various materials and configurations were also proposed
to effectively enhance the output performance of TENGs. As
shown in Fig. 5c, Yang et al. employed azobisisobutyronitrile
(AIBN) as a self-reactive agent to modify PDMS and form a self-
assembled porous structure through the difference in tempera-
ture between PDMS pre-curing and AIBN decomposition.135

The proposed TENG exhibited 2.5- and 2.7-fold enhancement
in output voltage and current compared with that without
modification respectively. It was also implemented as a sensor
for monitoring the bending motion of joints. Researchers have
focused on multifunctional ink-based patterned circuits for
sensing in printed and flexible devices. As shown in Fig. 5d,
Sun et al. presented a novel TENG-based sensor for human
motion monitoring on fireground by employing designed pat-
terned MXene ink electrodes printed directly onto the tribo-
electric materials.136 A TENG with a rectangular electrode was
attached to the elbow to sense the bending of the joint by
sensing simple emergency hand signals. By using the double
needle bed flat knitting machine technology, Chen et al. fabri-
cated a 3D double faced interlock fabric TENG that was
implemented as a stretchable wearable TENG-based sensor to
monitor the bending of the arm joint (Fig. 5e).137 This novel,

Table 1 Summary of human mechanical energy harvesters based on TENGs

Material Configuration Voc (V) Isc (mA) Power density Excitation Year Ref.

PTFE, nylon, Al Nanowire-like 215 25 185 W m�2 5 Hz 2020 85
PTFE, Al Nanograss-like 92.2 21 16.16 W m�3 5 Hz 2020 86
Cu, PDMS Double-layer 7 0.7 0.99 mW m�2 Walking 4.0 m s�1 2020 87
Silicone rubber, Ag Sandwich 370 9.5 54.9 mW cm�2 2.5 Hz 2021 88
Mylar film, Ni/Cu, PTFE Origami 1050 131 — Walking 2021 89
TPU, Al, PBAT film Honeycomb 1500 183 10.79 W m�2 Tapping 2021 90
P(VDF-TrFE), PA66, SSY Textile 166 8.5 93 mW m�2 3 Hz 2021 91
Ni-PFA, Ni Sandwich 4 0.5 1 mW cm�2 o1 Hz 2021 93
Sandpaper, carbon paper Fold 330 18.6 32.2 mW m�2 2.5 Hz 2018 95
Silicone rubber, nylon Spiral winding 19 0.43 11 W m�3 5 Hz 2018 96
CSA film, PTFE, Al Sandwich 135 5 268.8 mW m�2 3 Hz 2021 97
PI/PVDF-TrFE, PET, Al Sandwich 364 17.2 2.56 W m�2 2 Hz 2021 98
PTFE, cotton Fold 556 26 0.66 mW cm�2 10 Hz 2021 100
PTFE/PDMS, FG, Cu Sandwich 130 0.35 45.8 mW cm�2 4 Hz 2020 101
MAMP, PDMS Sandwich 38 1.67 7.22 mW m�2 Tapping 2020 102
CNT, PET, ITO Arch-shape 262 8.73 2.86 W m�2 Patting 2020 103
Silicone rubber, cloth Sandwich 534 3.8 230 mW m�2 3 Hz 2021 104
PDMS, PMMA, Cu Sandwich 184 9.5 0.89 W m�2 8 Hz 2021 105
PMMA, Al, starch, FEP Sandwich 151.4 47.1 113.2 mW cm�2 4 Hz 2022 106
PDMS, Au, parylene-C Sandwich 1.6 0.15 2.24 mW m�2 5 Hz 2020 107
Ni, pile Deformable 113 0.17 2.44 mW m�2 1 Hz 2020 108
AgNW, PDMS Welded 66 8.6 446 mW m�2 2 Hz 2019 109
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subtle, and modifiable 3D structure provided a promising
direction for wearable devices.

Besides the sensitivity and stretchability of TENGs, other
studies have also paid substantial attention to the require-
ments of stability, humidity-resistance, and high conductivity
simultaneously. Sheng et al. used a double-network polymer
ionic conductor sodium alginate/zinc sulfate/poly acrylic-
acrylamide (SA-Zn) hydrogel to fabricate a novel TENG with
outstanding stretchability (410 000%), high transparency
(495%), and good conductivity (0.34 S m�1).138 Ma et al.
reported a flexible sensor based on a TENG with a simple
integrated structure of chitosan film as the positive triboelectric
layer, PDMS film as the negative triboelectric layer, conductive
fabric as the electrode, and polyurethane foam as the flexible
substrate.139 The test results confirmed that the proposed
sensor with significant flexibility and stability was convenient
for real-time monitoring of human joint motion, such as
elbow bending and foot contact. Different from conventional
TENG-based sensors, Liu et al. developed a switchable textile-
TENG (S-TENG) to achieve self-powered capacitive sensing,

which offered many unique advantages, including decreasing
the influence of temperature and humidity.140 The S-TENG was
demonstrated to work as a bending angle sensor when the
device was attached to the elbow.

4.1.2 Hand gestures. Besides the monitoring of joint
motions, researchers have sought to provide an alternative
method of communication using hand gesture recognition and
interpretation.131,141–143 The relevant representative work is
illustrated in Fig. 6.

As a communication medium, sign languages are crucial for
the deaf-mute.144 Researchers have achieved accurate gesture
recognition by sensing gesture signals. Zhou et al. developed a
wearable sign-to-speech translation system, which consists of
yarn-based stretchable sensor arrays and a wireless printed
circuit board.145 This device can accurately translate the hand
gestures of American Sign Language into speech with the
assistance of machine learning. By analysing 660 acquired sign
language hand gesture recognition patterns, the device exhi-
bited a recognition rate of up to 98.63% and a recognition time
of less than 1 s. Similarly, Chiu et al. developed a TENG-based

Fig. 5 Sensing joint motions via TENG-based wearable sensors. (a) Schematic illustration of the proposed TENG, and bending monitoring of human arm
joint motion. Reproduced with permission from ref. 132, Copyright 2018, Wiley-VCH. (b) Schematic illustration and fabrication process of the TENG-
based sensor. Reproduced with permission from ref. 133, Copyright 2020, American Chemical Society. (c) Voltage output and schematic illustration of
the proposed TENGs for monitoring human joint motion. Reproduced with permission from ref. 135, Copyright 2020, Wiley-VCH. (d) Schematic
illustration and voltage outputs of the proposed TENG for monitoring human motion on fireground. Reproduced with permission from ref. 136,
Copyright 2021, Elsevier. (e) Schematic illustration of the proposed TENGs. Reproduced with permission from ref. 137, Copyright 2019, Elsevier.
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gesture-sensing system, which was attached to the back of
the hand.146 As shown in Fig. 6a, it distinguished hand gestures
by measuring changes of the TENG output signal caused by
the displacement of tendons. Furthermore, this system was
integrated into gloves to enhance its viability in the field of
sensing.

High sensitivity is essential for a fast response to finger
motions. As shown in Fig. 6b, Zhu et al. reported a novel
stretchable rubber-based thread-shaped TENG composed of
silver-coated silicone rubber as one stretchable conductive
thread (SCT) and silicone rubber-coated SCT as the other
triboelectric thread.147 The proposed TENG presented a fast
response to different finger motions. Sukumaran et al. devel-
oped a flexion-based TENG, which converted the mechanical
energy of the human finger joint motion into electrical signals
that were further programmed by using a microcontroller to
actuate robotic devices.148 Wang et al. integrated a magnetor-
heological elastomer, Cu foil and metal wires into a TENG
with tuneable performance, which was implemented as a self-
powered sensor for human motion monitoring.149 Different
from various contact materials, it perceived external magnetic
fields via its fast response and high flexibility.

Environmental corrosion of materials still remains an obsta-
cle for TENG-based sensors. Lu et al. developed a crumpled
platinum-based TENG with high corrosion resistance (Fig. 6c).150

The device exhibited a voltage of 175.2 V, a current of 11.03 mA
and an output power density of 0.518 mW cm�2. It also showed
great reliability under harsh environmental conditions and

corrosion resistance. Furthermore, the proposed TENG can be
easily integrated into gloves to collect human body energy and
perform motion detection. Based on the polymer melt wetting
technique, Huang et al. constructed polymer nanotubes on the
surface of a TENG featured with self-cleaning and hydrophobic
properties (Fig. 6d).151 It reached up to a maximum output
power of 0.025 mW and an open-circuit voltage of 41 V. The
dual-mode TENG with designed dimensions was used as a self-
powered sensor to detect human body motions, which offered
critical insights for artificial intelligent prosthetics and human
kinematics.

Conventional TENG electrodes are usually non-stretchable.
To tackle this issue, researchers have developed novel stretch-
able TENGs that can be easily integrated into gloves. Deng et al.
developed a carbon nanotube (CNT)–silicone rubber liquid
composite to fabricate a super-stretchable TENG (SS-TENG)
capable of withstanding 900% stretching deformation.152

It realized the detection of dynamic motions of joints via
electrical signals related to gestures. Moreover, a wearable
keyboard based on SS-TENG arrays with outstanding conform-
ability on curved surfaces was demonstrated, which exhibited
promising potential for wearable electronics. Ren et al. reported
a functional TENG consisting of foam and polyvinyl chloride
(PVC) as the materials of the triboelectric layer.153 The output
power, open-circuit voltage, and short-circuit current of F-TENG
reached up to 183 mW, 224.26 V, and 2.74 mA, respectively.
Moreover, it was demonstrated to function as a self-powered
sensor for hand gesture detection.

Fig. 6 Sensing hand gesture via TENG-based wearable sensors. (a) Schematic illustration of the TENG-based gesture sensors. Reproduced with
permission from ref. 146, Copyright 2019, Taylor & Francis Group. (b) Schematic illustration and structure of the proposed TENG, and voltages of different
bending angles. Reproduced with permission from ref. 147, Copyright 2019, Springer. (c) Schematic illustration and fabrication process of the TENG, and
photographs of the gesture motion. Reproduced with permission from ref. 150, Copyright 2020, Elsevier. (d) Fabrication process of the dual-mode TENG
and the output voltage at different bending angles. Reproduced with permission from ref. 151, Copyright 2020, American Chemical Society.
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Using TENGs for upper body motion sensing has been
shown to be effective and comfortable to record movement
data. Additionally, many of these devices allow for a wide range
of data interpretation, from measuring bending angles to
converting finger gestures into spoken words, offering a unique
and sustainable modality for relaying information about the
body back to the user. Moreover, these TENG applications have
even provided a means of non-verbal communication between
individuals.154,155 Thus, future research can focus on providing
warnings or feedback signals to inform the wearer of the
biomechanical status of their body.

4.1.3 Gaits. Human gaits can reveal a wealth of informa-
tion, including personal identification and health status.156,157

Gait monitoring also provides another metric for step counting
and other daily fitness goals of users, as seen with modern
smartphones and smartwatches. However, these sensing tech-
nologies are often limited by inaccuracies or lack comfort and
breathability for everyday use. Additionally, considering that
gait sensing is based on high loads, textiles can better fulfill
this need compared to other traditional materials while main-
taining high biocompatibility. Textiles are typically in contact
with the knee and foot, which are two integral device locations
for gait sensing, making TENGs a more intuitive choice for this
application. The development of TENG-based sensors makes it

possible for the direct implementation of sensors onto the
lower extremities for accurate and comfortable real-time gait
monitoring. The representative work is illustrated in Fig. 7.

Researchers have applied TENGs into shoes for better gait
sensing. Dong et al. integrated the three-dimensional five-
directional braided (3DB) structure to develop a TENG-based
e-textile with the features of high flexibility, shape adaptability,
washability, and superior mechanical stability for power and
sensing (Fig. 7a).158 Due to the spatial frame column structure
formed between the outer braided yarn and the inner axial
yarn, the 3DB-TENG was also endowed with high compression
strength and sensitivity, and it responded to tiny force varia-
tions. An intelligent shoe and an identity recognition carpet
were constructed to demonstrate its performance. As shown in
Fig. 7b, Zhou et al. designed a novel shock-resistant TENG with
high-speed impact energy-harvesting and safeguarding pro-
perties by assembling Kevlar fibre and a conductive shear-
stiffening gel.159 The proposed TENG generated a maximum
power density of 5.3 mW m�2 with a voltage of 13.1 V under
oscillator compression. Functionalized as a self-powered sen-
sor, a wearable sole array with high sensitivity and a fast
response was fabricated to distinguish toe in/out motions.
By integrating a portable TENG-based sensor into a commercial
sport shoe, Mao et al. achieved the monitoring of human gait

Fig. 7 Sensing human gaits via TENG-based wearable sensors. (a) Structural design of the 3DB-TENG. Reproduced with permission from ref. 158,
Copyright 2020, Springer Nature. (b) Schematic illustration of the SS-TENG, the sole array based on the SS-TENG, and its output voltage on gait
monitoring. Reproduced with permission from ref. 159, Copyright 2021, American Chemical Society. (c) Schematic illustration of the TENG and its
installation position on shoes. Reproduced with permission from ref. 160, Copyright 2021, MDPI. (d) Structural design of the textile-based TENG on socks.
Reproduced with permission from ref. 161, Copyright 2020, Springer Nature. (e) Structural design of the TENG, the TENG-based smart insole for gait
monitoring, and the voltage signals of the TENG under different walking speed. Reproduced with permission from ref. 165, Copyright 2021, Wiley-VCH.
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and stability.160 As shown in Fig. 7c, the materials involved are
common PTFE and aluminum (Al) foil, acting as a triboelectric
layer, which generated electrical signals based on the tribo-
electric effect. Moreover, 3D printing technology was applied to
fabricate the optimized structure of the TENG, which signifi-
cantly improved its performance.

Moreover, many novel TENGs were developed for integration
into socks for gait sensing. As shown in Fig. 7d, Zhang et al.
designed low-cost intelligent triboelectric socks equipped with
a self-powered functionality that were implemented as wearable
sensors to deliver information on the identity, activity, and
health status of individuals.161 To further address the issue of
ineffective analysis methods, an optimized deep learning
model with an end-to-end structure on the socks signals for
the gait analysis was proposed to detect five different human
activities with a high accuracy of 96.67%. Aiming at practical
application, the physical signals collected through the socks
were mapped in virtual space to establish a digital human
system for sports monitoring, healthcare, and future smart
home applications. Zhang et al. developed a novel sock-cloth-
based TENG (SC-TENG) which consisted of a PTFE film as the
triboelectric layer and copper foil as the conductive electrode.162

The proposed SC-TENG was implemented as a self-powered
sensor in the field of intelligent sports. The open-circuit voltage,
short-circuit current, and output power of SC-TENG reached up to
267 V, 3.4 mA, and 225.6 mW, respectively. As a lightweight, flexible
and wearable TENG device, such design promoted the develop-
ment of TENG devices in intelligent sports.

Additionally, monitoring thigh movement is also a practical
strategy for gait sensing. To achieve significant monitoring
functions during human balance control processes, Liu et al.
designed a hybrid electromagnetic–triboelectric nanogenerator
(HETNG), which consisted of a symmetrical pendulum struc-
ture and a cylinder magnet rolling inside.163 The proposed
HETNG was positioned on the thigh and foot of an artificial
limb, for monitoring the actions of squatting and standing up,
as well as moving the leg up and down. For the elderly who walk
slowly with a walking aid, a HETNG on the walking aid was
used to record the motions of moving forward and unexpected
falling, which is useful for calling for help. This work showed
the potential of the biomechanical energy-driven HETNG for
powering portable electronics and monitoring human motions,
offering great promise for individuals with impaired mobility
or other disabilities.

Monitoring the motion of lower-limb, waist, and foot is
significant for lower-limb rehabilitation.164 Zhang et al. devel-
oped a wearable TENG-based device for gait analysis and waist
motion capture (Fig. 7e).165 Four triboelectric sensors were
equidistantly sewed onto a fabric belt to recognize the waist
motion, enabling the real-time robotic manipulation and vir-
tual games for immersion-enhanced waist training. The insole
equipped with two TENG sensors was designed for walking
status detection, offering 98.4% identification accuracy for five
different humans aiming at rehabilitation plan selection. This
was achieved by leveraging machine learning technology to
further analyse the signals. Through a lower-limb rehabilitation

robot, the authors demonstrated that the sensory system per-
formed well in user recognition, motion monitoring, as well
as robot and gaming-aided training, showing its potential for
IoT-based smart healthcare applications.

Recent studies have been proposed with novel methods to
provide cost-effective, comfortable, and accurate alternatives to
current gait monitoring devices. The use of strong and readily
available materials with facile fabrication processes has
enabled the mass distribution of these durable monitoring
devices to help provide continuous gait monitoring for the
public.166,167 Additionally, choosing footwear that provides
heightened comfortability is a priority for many people, so that
TENG integration for foot pressure monitoring can be a more
practical choice for human daily life. Future research may
be aimed to improve the monitoring of unhealthy joint and
walking angles to prevent further joint degradation and
improve long-term joint health.

4.1.4 Other physical motions. In addition to the sensors in
the above-mentioned studies, TENG-based wearable sensors
powered by other physical motions can also be applied in
special circumstances, exemplified by eye blinks. Anaya et al.
developed an orbicularis oculi muscle motion sensor to moni-
tor eye blinks for remote control, such as hands-free remote car
and drone control, or monitoring of driving behaviour.168

Fu et al. developed a double helix TENG (DH-TENG) with high
space efficiency and charge utilization for application as a self-
powered weight sensor.169 The open-circuit voltage and short-
circuit current of the fabricated DH-TENG reached up to 42.9 V
and 1.8 mA, respectively. The corresponding peak power density
was 8.87 mW cm�3. Zhao et al. designed a new wave-shaped
TENG (W-TENG), which yielded an open-circuit voltage of
224.26 V and a short-circuit current of 2.74 mA.170 Its maximum
output power reached up to 184 mW. The described W-TENG
can work as a self-powered human walking counter for promo-
tion of sensor applications.

Among these studies, some devices were designed for general
purposes, whereas other designs focused on specific scenarios to
bring forward optimal designs, which jointly promote the devel-
opment of wearable human motion sensors. The aforementioned
studies are summarized in Table 2.

4.2 Sensing physiological signals via TENG-based
wearable/implantable sensors

Recent years have witnessed an upsurge of energy harvesting
from the biomechanical energy of heartbeats, blood pressure,
and other physiological activities for power supply of wearable/
implantable electronic devices.171,172 Human health conditions
can be assessed on the basis of typical physiological signals,
which mainly include the cardiovascular system with heart
rate173 and wrist pulse,174–176 and the respiration system with
respiration.177,178 Conventional health monitoring devices with
large size and heavy weight are not convenient to carry.
By contrast, TENG-based sensors, which can convert human
biomechanical energy from the above vibrations into electrical
outputs, provide new insights into physiological condition moni-
toring. On the one hand, TENG-based wearable bioelectronics
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offer flexibility, stretchability, durability, stability, and comfort,
enabling the development of unobtrusive wearable bio-
sensors.179,180 On the other hand, the recent progress in the
field of electronics has resulted in widespread acceptance for
implantable TENG-based devices as helpful biomedical tools in
clinical studies.181–183 Self-powered implantable TENG devices
with the advantage of biocompatibility and reliability are
suitable for in vivo applications for continuous healthcare
monitoring. Therefore, it is possible to monitor the health of
individuals stably by using the wearable/implantable TENG-
based devices to observe the crucial physiological signals.
These flexible and light devices can assist humans to adjust
their physical status better by monitoring the basic physio-
logical signals from daily activities.184–186 Yet, it still remains
a great challenge to accurately monitor with a fast response.
It is suggested that future research focus can be on the high
sensitivity and accuracy of TENG-based wearable/implantable
sensors for sensing physiological signals in real time. Additionally,
the compatibility of materials with human body is still a key issue
to better ensure human body comfort.

4.2.1 Heartbeat and pulse. The cardiovascular system, also
known as the circulatory system, is composed of the heart,
arteries, veins and capillaries. Wearable sensors have become
increasingly popular for monitoring the state of the cardiovas-
cular system. As one of the major indicators that directly reflect
human cardiovascular health, the heart rate can be routinely
measured by using TENG-based wearable cardiac sensors and
pulse sensors.187 The relevant representative work is illustrated
in Fig. 8.

Heart-rate monitoring plays a central role in personal
healthcare management. TENG-based cardiac sensors without
any other auxiliary energy sources can detect the heart beat
directly and provide feedbacks on the heart rhythm in real time.
As shown in Fig. 8a, Lin et al. designed a self-powered wireless
body sensor network (BSN) system for heart-rate monitoring
by integrating a downy-structure-based TENG, a power

management circuit, a signal processing unit, and a Bluetooth
module.188 The generated heart-rate signals in the signal
processing circuit were sent to an external device via the Blue-
tooth module, and displayed on a personal cell phone in real
time. This work presented a promising approach for personal
heart-rate monitoring by using a self-powered, noninvasive,
and user-friendly device.

Besides directly monitoring the beating of heart, the cardi-
ovascular status can also be measured by pulse sensors which
transform the wave motion of the pulse into a waveform of
voltage. TENGs can be attached to different human body parts
where arterial pulses can be conveniently detected, such as the
radial artery at the wrist or the carotid artery on the neck,189–191

which shall be addressed as follows.
TENGs can be easily attached to the skin close to the carotid

artery, which can generate a subtle amplitude for pulse moni-
toring. Lou et al. developed a triboelectric sensing textile based
on core–shell yarns.192 In the woven structure, nylon and
polytetrafluoroethylene filaments were selected as the positive
and negative layers, respectively. The sensitivity of the sensing
textile reached up to 1.33 V kPa�1 and 0.32 V kPa�1 in the
pressure range of 1.95–3.13 kPa and 3.20–4.61 kPa, respectively.
It exhibited superior mechanical stability and sensing capability
even after continuous operation for 4200 working cycles or after
4 h continuous washing in water. Moreover, the sensing textile
was demonstrated to monitor real-time pulse signals and reflect
the current health status of users. Similarly, the authors utilized a
facile electrospinning technique to construct an all-fibre struc-
tured pressure sensor.193 As shown in Fig. 8b, the fabricated
sensor textile consisted of a polyvinylidene fluoride/Ag nanowire
nanofibrous membrane (NFM), an ethyl cellulose NFM, and two
layers of conductive fabrics. The proposed wearable device with
high shape adaptability exhibited excellent sensing capability,
reaching up to 1.67 V kPa�1 and 0.20 V kPa�1 in the pressure
range of 0–3 kPa and 3–32 kPa, respectively. The prepared
sensor textile presented premier mechanical stability even after

Table 2 Summary of wearable TENG sensors based on human motion signals

Type Material Voc (V) Isc (mA) Sensitivity Detection range Year Ref.

Joint PEDOT:PSS, Al 180 22.6 8–80 Pa�1 — 2018 132
PEDOT:PSS, PAM 12 0.4 0.1 V kPa�1 0.5–119.4 kPa 2020 133
PDMS, AIBN 119 2.32 — — 2020 134
Silicone, aramid — — 0.11 V deg�1 01–1401 2021 135
BC/CS, PDMS/Cu 23 0.5 0.24 V kPa�1 10.5–96.25 kPa 2021 136
PA yarn, Ag 50 0.15 12.5 V kPa�1 0.4–4 kPa 2020 137
SA-Zn, PMMA 30 0.5 — 410 000% stretchability 2021 138

Hand SSE, Cu 20.99 55.07 0.24 V N�1 301–1301 2020 149
PTFE, Pt film 175.2 11.03 1.6 V kPa�1 0.04–0.11 MPa 2020 150
PTFE, Al 41 1.4 0.46 V deg�1 01–901 2020 151
Silicone, CNT/SR 275 8.8 0.34 V deg�1 01–901 2021 152
Foam, PVC, Cu 224.3 2.74 — — 2021 153
PTFE, Cu, Foam 24 — — 0–97% RH 2020 156

Foot CNT, SSG 41.27 8.9 1.46 V kPa�1 67 Pa–52 kPa 2020 157
C-SSG, PDMS 13.1 1.71 0.04 V 2.6 kPa–0.3 MPa 2021 159
PDMS, Cu 57 3.2 — — 2021 162
FEP, PET, PU, Al 234.9 8.03 — — 2021 163
TPU, Ni 20 0.26 66.67 mV N�1 1–300 N 2022 165

Others Teflon, nylon 42.9 1.8 — — 2021 169
MgSiO3, PET, Cu 224.6 2.74 — — 2021 170
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7200 cycles of continuous operation. It was demonstrated to be
placed on the carotid artery to capture pulse signals, serving as a
reliable device that reflected the state of health. These two
studies offered promising insights into multifunctional pressure
sensors with broad applications in the fields of smart textiles
and personalized healthcare.

Besides the carotid artery with a subtle pulse amplitude,
another human body part effectively available is the radial
artery at the wrist for TENG-based cardiovascular monitoring.
Maharjan et al. fabricated an innovative curve-shaped wearable
hybridized electromagnetic-TENG powered by human
motion.194 It was demonstrated to function as a self-powered
pulse sensor for health monitoring. Lin et al. fabricated a
capacitive pressure sensor based on core–shell nanofibers
composed of PDMS ion gel/PVDF-HFP by incorporating a
cross-linking agent during electrospinning.195 The resulting
sensor exhibited a high sensitivity of 0.43 kPa�1 in the low-
pressure range from 0.01 kPa to 1.5 kPa. A wrist-based pulse
sensor was constructed to further demonstrate its high sensi-
tivity. As shown in Fig. 8c, Cui et al. presented a TENG-based
pulse sensor composed of a PET film and a thin PDMS film.196

The output human pulse signal was implemented as a typical
indicator of human health. The radial artery augmentation
index AIr and the time difference between two peaks for arterial
stiffness diagnosis were successfully obtained, which were
highly consistent with the normalized medical values. Many
researchers have attempted to improve the sensitivity of TENGs
from the perspective of materials, enabling TENGs to be more
sensitive to pulse beat for more precise monitoring.197 As one of

the commonly used polymers for biomedical applications,
polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) presents promising prospects due to
its biocompatibility. Wang et al. firstly fabricated a device based
on the optimized PVA–gelatin composite films with high
robustness.198 The device accurately captured the cardiovascu-
lar information encoded in the pulse signals. Fu et al. designed
a fibrous stretchable TENG-based sensor with a core–sheath
structure (Fig. 8d).199 The fabricated sensor achieved a sensi-
tivity of 26.75 V N�1 at low pressure (0.02 N). By using the
chargeable carbon black (CB)/thermoplastic polyurethane
(TPU) composite material, Zhang et al. fabricated an ultrathin
stretchable TENG with good stretchability (E646%), ultralow
thickness (E50 mm), and a low weight (E62 mg) for the
monitoring of physiological signals.200

High blood pressure, also called hypertension, has been well
known as a key indicator for people with chronic heart and
cerebrovascular diseases. Blood pressure (BP) usually increases
with age, and should be monitored regularly in the elderly.201

The early diagnosis and assessment of such diseases are
possible via blood pressure monitoring. TENG-based sensors
can be used to monitor blood pressure by converting the
vibration signals from the pulse into electrical signals. Yet, it
still remains a great challenge to accurately measure blood
pressure via the pulse wave for continuous and noninvasive
diagnosis of a disease associated with hypertension. Meng et al.
developed a flexible weave constructed self-powered pressure
sensor (WCSPS) for measuring of the pulse wave and BP
in a noninvasive manner.202 The WCSPS exhibited an ultra-
sensitivity of 45.7 mV Pa�1 with an ultrafast response time of

Fig. 8 TENG-based wearable sensors for monitoring the heartbeat and pulse. (a) A self-powered wireless body sensor network (BSN) system for heart-
rate monitoring. Reproduced with permission from ref. 188, Copyright 2017, American Chemical Society. (b) Schematic illustration and microstructure of
the TENG, and the voltage signal of the TENG-based pulse sensor at the neck. Reproduced with permission from ref. 193, Copyright 2020, American
Chemical Society. (c) Schematic illustration and fabrication process of the single-electrode TENG, and the voltage signals of the TENG-based pulse
sensor at the wrist. Reproduced with permission from ref. 196, Copyright 2018, American Chemical Society. (d) Structural design and fabrication process
of the FS-TENG-based sensor for pulse monitoring. Reproduced with permission from ref. 199, Copyright 2021, Elsevier.
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less than 5 ms. After 40 000 motion cycles, the device showed
no performance degradation. The discrepancy between the
blood pressure measured using the WCSPS and that provided
by the commercial cuff-based device was 0.87–3.65%. By com-
bining the advantages of carbon materials with high conduc-
tivity and organic electrodes with high stretchability, Chen et al.
fabricated a stretchable electrode with a rough surface.203

As the carbon concentration increased, it exhibited high output
performance with the maximum voltage performance further
increased under a large strain (100%), which is suitable for
wearable systems.

Besides the TENG-based wearable sensors mentioned above,
implantable TENGs have been applied for auxiliary monitoring
by implanting into human organs.204 TENG-based implantable
cardiological sensors have provided a self-powered alternative
solution to conventional cardiological biomedical sensing,
while maintaining a minimally invasive approach.205 Fig. 9
shows the feasibility of various healthcare implantable devices
based on TENGs for monitoring the parameters associated with
the cardiovascular system, such as heartbeat.

Similar to the traditional electrocardiogram, flexible and
biosafe TENG-based sensors can provide complementary
information about cardiovascular activity, which plays a signi-
ficant role in preventing cardiovascular diseases. Moreover,
TENG-based implantable cardiology sensors can monitor the
heart beat status directly without any other energy sources.206

They provide real-time feedbacks regarding the rhythmic con-
ditions of the heart. Compared to other wearable sensors, such
implantable sensors present a higher level of accuracy without
significantly affecting the activities of patients. As shown in
Fig. 9a, Zheng et al. proposed a novel implantable TENG which
can be driven by the heartbeat of adult swine, and it showed a
high improvement of the output voltage and the current.207

Owing to its superior in vivo performance and implantation
stability over 72 h, a self-powered wireless transmission system
was designed for real-time cardiology monitoring for human
based on the swine prototype.

TENG-based pacemakers have been employed as activators
of heart muscles to regulate the heartbeat via the electrical
impulse from TENGs, which present lightness and durability
compared with commercial pacemakers.208 Conventional sur-
geries cause great inconvenience to patients, which make the
TENG-based implantable pacemaker more attractive for its
miniaturization.209 As shown in Fig. 9b, Ouyang et al. devel-
oped a TENG-based implantable symbiotic pacemaker, which
achieved energy harvesting and storage as well as cardiac
pacing on a large-animal scale.210 The fabricated TENG exhib-
ited an open-circuit voltage of 65.2 V. The energy harvested
from each cardiac motion cycle was 0.495 mJ, which was higher
than the required endocardial pacing threshold energy
(0.377 mJ). Implantable medical devices, offering high outputs
and good durability, are expected to be widely applied in the

Fig. 9 TENG-based implantable sensors for monitoring the heartbeat. (a) Schematic illustration and working principle of the proposed TENG for
heartbeat monitoring. Reproduced with permission from ref. 207, Copyright 2016, American Chemical Society. (b) Schematic illustration and working
principle of the proposed TENG. Reproduced with permission from ref. 210, Copyright 2019, Springer Nature. (c) Configuration of the TENG and its
responding voltage output. Reproduced with permission from ref. 212, Copyright 2016, American Chemical Society. (d) Structural design of the NSTENG
and its in vivo heart monitoring in a rat. Reproduced with permission from ref. 213, Copyright 2021, Elsevier.
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fields of treatment and diagnosis such as in vivo symbiotic
bioelectronics.

Endocardial pressure, as an essential indicator for evalua-
ting cardiac function, is generally monitored by invasive and
costly cardiac catheterization, which is not suitable for contin-
uous signal monitoring in a long term. Considering its clinical
significance for patients with impaired cardiology function,
Liu et al. integrated a self-powered endocardial pressure sensor
(SEPS) into a surgical catheter for minimally invasive
implantation.211 In a porcine model, the SEPS was implanted
into the left ventricle and the left atrium, achieving an ultra-
sensitivity of 1.195 mV mmHg�1 in vivo. Moreover, it was
employed for detecting cardiac arrhythmias such as ventricular
fibrillation and ventricular premature contraction. As shown in
Fig. 9c, Ma et al. reported a flexible and one-stop implantable
triboelectric active sensor (iTEAS) for continuous monitoring of
multiple physiological and pathological signs.212 It can monitor
the heart rates of human-scale animals with an accuracy of
99%. The in vivo biocompatibility was demonstrated after
2 weeks of implantation, which proved its suitability for prac-
tical applications. As shown in Fig. 9d, Zhao et al. designed an
eco-friendly no-spacer TENG, which was utilized to monitor the
heart rate with an accuracy of up to 99.73% by attaching to a
rat’s heart.213 This work provided a new strategy that promoted
the innovation of implantable biosafe sensors.

TENG-based wearable/implantable sensors mentioned
above exhibit the feasibility of TENGs for monitoring the
physiological signals related to the cardiovascular system. The
high accuracy and sensitivity of the devices allow for a precise
monitoring of cardiovascular diseases and offer another
leading direction for monitoring via more lightweight and
compatible TENGs, promoting the development of miniature
implantable medical sensors. It is suggested that future
research focus should be on the properties of higher sensitivity
and faster response for monitoring in real time.

4.2.2 Respiration. Respiration, as one of the most principal
physiological activities, reflects the physical health condition of
individuals.214,215 Recently, TENGs have been broadly investi-
gated in respiration monitoring due to their intriguing features,
including wearing comfort and delicate biocompatibility.
Meanwhile, TENG-based sensors can sensitively convert slight
amplitude motion from human respiration activities into elec-
trical signals for further respiration status monitoring, com-
pared with commercial respiration monitoring devices.216–219

Air-flown exhaled chemicals can be continuously monitored by
TENG-based sensors for personalized physical health.220,221

Real-time monitoring of the respiratory status can provide early
warning and diagnosis, for further appropriate treatment sug-
gestions. Fig. 10 shows the representative work of TENG-based
wearable/implantable respiration sensors for human health
monitoring.

The sensitivity and wearing comfort of TENG-based sensors
are two hotspots that users pay attention to. Researchers have
developed novel materials of TENGs from the perspective of
these two points for real-time monitoring of the subtle respira-
tion activities. As shown in Fig. 10a, Zhang et al. designed a

TENG-based waist-wearable wireless device to monitor the
respiration status by sensing the variation of the abdomen
circumference.222 A series of real-time tests were performed
on two volunteers with different waistlines and various breath-
ing rhythms. The test results demonstrated the feasibility of the
proposed device with high accuracy and sensitivity for real-time
monitoring of respiration during various daily activities,
including lying, standing and sitting. Considering the influence
of the metal electrode without gas permeability on the perso-
nalized wearing comfort, Qiu et al. developed a fabric-based
TENG with polymerized polyaniline as the electrode.223

It yielded a voltage of 1000 V and a current of 200 mA under a
frequency of 2.5 Hz. As shown in Fig. 10b, the proposed TENG
with outstanding gas permeability was able to monitor the
respiration conditions of patients in real time and sound an
alarm when the individual’s breathing stops.

Detection of gases from human respiration offers an effec-
tive and painless approach for the diagnosis of some diseases,
such as prediabetes. Breathing gas flow-induced vibration can
be converted into electrical signals via TENGs. Therefore,
researchers have attempted to integrate TENGs into masks to
fabricate sensors for respiration monitoring, which exhibit
high accuracy and sensitivity. As shown in Fig. 10c, Su et al.
utilized chitosan and reduced graphene oxide (RGO) to develop
a wearable active acetone biosensor.224 The proposed sensor
exhibited a good sensing response of 27.89% to 10 ppm acetone
in respiratory gases under 97.3% relative humidity, which was
5 times higher than that of pure chitosan film-based devices.
This work offered a new insight into non-invasive prediabetes
diagnosis. As shown in Fig. 10d, Araz et al. presented a diatom
frustule (DF) as a biomaterial additive to improve the cellulose
nanofibril (CNF)-based TENG.225 The DF-CNF TENG exhibited
an output voltage of 388 V and a time-averaged power of
85.5 mW m�2 under an area of 4.9 cm.2 Moreover, the practical
application of the DF-CNF TENG was demonstrated based on a
smart mask designed for human respiration monitoring.

Respiration parameters, such as respiratory rate (RR), inha-
lation time, and exhalation time, are essential to clinically
differentiate healthy people from those with respiratory dis-
eases. Masks integrated with TENGs are also employed to
monitor such parameters, which present excellent stability
and high accuracy. As shown in Fig. 10e, He et al. developed
a nanofibrous membrane-based respiration monitoring TENG
(RM-TENG) which was used as a self-powered smart mask filter
with high filtration efficiency.226 The optimized RM-TENG
accurately detected the aforementioned respiration parameters
with excellent sensing stability for 40 h. Similarly, Wang et al.
reported a poly(vinyl alcohol)/silver (PVA/Ag) nanofiber-based
TENG for human respiration and harmful gas monitoring.227

It exhibited a high output performance with an open-circuit
voltage of 530 V and a power density of 359 mW m�2. The
proposed TENG was demonstrated to be driven by the gas
exhaled from the nose to monitor human respiration para-
meters. Li et al. reported a novel TENG based on a multi-scale
metal mesh electrode (MME) that was fabricated through
an alloying–dealloying method to enhance the high specific
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contacting surface.228 Its output voltage reached up to 175.77 V
at a frequency of 4 Hz, which was 4 times higher than that of
the copper film electrode, while the corresponding power
density was 0.85 W m�2. A breathing valve mask integrating
with the MME-based TENG was demonstrated to detect the
real-time respiratory rate and respiration intensity under dif-
ferent conditions.

Sleep disorder, as a common health problem, has been
bothering human beings. TENG-based wearable sensors with
high sensitivity and stability can be employed for sleep quality
diagnosis by monitoring the breathing movements of the
thorax. As shown in Fig. 10f, Peng et al. developed a TENG-
based e-skin with good permeability and high sensitivity for
real-time human respiration monitoring and obstructive sleep
apnea–hypopnea syndrome (OSAHS) diagnosis.229 The e-skin
was able to accurately monitor real-time subtle respiration due
to its high-pressure sensitivity of 0.217 kPa�1. Moreover, to
prevent the occurrence of OSAHS and improve sleep quality,
a self-powered diagnostic system was further developed for
real-time detection and severity evaluation of obstructive sleep
apnea–hypopnea syndrome. In another example, Song et al.

integrated a patterned Al–plastic film and an entrapped
cantilever spring leaf to develop a flexible TENG serving as a
self-powered sensitive sensor for sleep-body movement
monitoring.230 The proposed device was demonstrated for
diagnosis of sleep disorders due to its high sensitivity and
excellent stability. Similarly, to monitor all-around physio-
logical parameters during sleep, Zhou et al. reported a single-
layered and ultra-soft textile with great stability and
washability.231 The proposed textile, exhibiting a high-
pressure sensitivity of 10.79 mV Pa�1 and a wide working
frequency bandwidth from 0 Hz to 40 Hz, was capable of real-
time tracking of dynamic changes in sleep posture under subtle
respiration.

Moreover, researchers have been paying more and more
attention to monitor in vivo breathing activity. Li et al.
developed an ultra-stretchable micro-grating implantable
nanogenerator (i-NG) system, which was packaged by a cavity-
designed soft silicone elastomer.232 The i-NG system was
demonstrated to convert the energy from slow diaphragm
movement during normal respiration into an electrical output
when implanted inside the abdominal cavity of adult rats.

Fig. 10 Representative work on TENG-based sensors for monitoring respiration. (a) Structural design of the wearable TENG for respiration monitoring.
Reproduced with permission from ref. 222, Copyright 2019, Elsevier. (b) Schematic illustration of the proposed TENG. Reproduced with permission from
ref. 223, Copyright 2019, Elsevier. (c) Configurations and working principle of WSAS for detection of acetone in human respiration. Reproduced with
permission from ref. 224, Copyright 2020, Elsevier. (d) Structural design of the TENG-based mask for respiration monitoring. Reproduced with
permission from ref. 225, Copyright 2021, American Chemical Society. (e) Schematic illustration of the RM-TENG and its voltage signals at various walking
speeds. Reproduced with permission from ref. 226, Copyright 2021, Elsevier. (f) Configurations of the TENG and its voltage signals during human
respiration. Reproduced with permission from ref. 229, Copyright 2021, Wiley-VCH.
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Similarly, Ma et al. designed a TENG-based one-stop implan-
table triboelectric active sensor for stable monitoring of respira-
tory rates and phases by analyzing variations of the output
peaks.212 With the strategy of core–shell packaging, monitoring
functionality remained precise during 72 h after closure of the
chest. Moreover, it was proved to be practical as a self-powered
multifunctional biomedical sensor by examining the in vivo
biocompatibility after implantation over 2 weeks, revealing its
great potential for healthcare applications.

With increasing studies on TENGs, implantable devices
related to respiration monitoring have been a heated approach
for monitoring the human health status. However, few studies
have examined the in vivo lifetime of implantable TENGs. It still
requires extensive research to further probe more stable
and compatible TENGs for monitoring of respiration-related
diseases.

4.2.3 Other physiological activities. Besides the above com-
mon physiological activities, researchers have also attempted to
monitor the human health status by using TENG-based wear-
able/implantable sensors to monitor other health-related phy-
siological signals.

Researchers have developed various lightweight and wear-
able TENGs for monitoring physiological activities, such as
perspiration. Cai et al. integrated a novel TENG into an insole
to detect the amount of perspiration on foot.233 The open-
circuit voltage and short-circuit current of the TENG reached up
to 363 V and 42.38 mA, respectively. Yang et al. fabricated a
multifunctional TENG (MF-TENG) with fast self-healing and
photothermal properties.234 The MF-TENG was adopted for the
recovery of human joints via its photothermal properties under
a near-infrared laser. Cai et al. utilized the facile ultraviolet
ozone irradiation technique to fabricate a PDMS/MXene com-
posite film, which was used as a tactile sensor.235 It achieved a
high sensitivity of 0.18 V Pa�1 during 10–80 Pa and 0.06 V Pa�1

during 80–800 Pa, showing promising prospects in monitoring
human physiological signals.

In addition, monitoring other physiological signals via
implantable TENGs has also attracted the attention of many
researchers. Lee et al. performed in vivo experiments for deliver-
ing various beats per minute (BPM) to the nerves to explore the
effect of stimulation frequency on mechano-neurostimulation
and monitor changes in bladder pressure.236 The test results
demonstrated that implantation of the flexible clip interface
could be potentially employed for self-powered mechano-
neuromodulation for bladder function in the future. The
implant-associated infections cause implant failure and suffer-
ing and increase the risk of infection death. Therefore, Shi et al.
utilized a TENG to build a stable and reliable negatively charged
implant surface, which effectively inhibited bacterial adhesion
and reduced bacterial number.237 Implanted neuro-prosthetic is
a promising solution for restoring tactile sensation. Shlomy et al.
developed an integrated tactile TENG that was implanted under
the skin.238 The electrical potential was delivered to healthy
sensory nerves to mimic the tactile sensation by activating them.
The current solutions developed for the purpose of in and on
body electrical stimulation (ES) lack autonomous qualities

necessary for comfortable, practical, and self-dependent use.
Harnessing human biomechanical energy with TENGs to develop
self-powered systems has allowed for the introduction of novel
therapeutic ES solutions.239

Furthermore, increasingly integrated systems based on
TENGs and medical techniques have been developed for human
healthcare assistance.240–242 Wang et al. reported a self-powered
system by integrating a stacked-TENG and an epimysia electrode
to stimulate the impaired muscles.243 Summarily, applications
of the implantable TENGs in the heart, stomach, and muscle
demonstrated the ability of TENGs to tackle unknown medical
diseases associated with other human internal organs. These
promising results prompted further research to explore practical
methods in which TENGs can be integrated into new implan-
table medical devices and systems. The aforementioned repre-
sentative studies are summarized in Table 3.

5. Human–machine interfacing based
on TENGs

The human–machine interface (HMI) is defined as information
interaction between human body and external electronics via
communication technology. Recent advances in electronics,
materials, and mechanical designs have offered avenues toward
related HMI devices which have been fully investigated. On the
one hand, conventional HMI devices suffer from limitations
such as the requirement of power sources and structure com-
plexity. As a solution, the TENG-based HMI can be considered
as an attractive alternative as the self-powered operation of the
TENG-based HMI has been realized by using a microcontroller
(MCU) to further process and analyze the generated electrical
signals of TENGs which are used as the interaction media.
Such technique is becoming increasingly intimate and
inevitable, with broad application areas, including virtual
reality/augmented reality (VR/AR),244–246 healthcare,247,248 and
robotics.249,250 On the other hand, communication, as an
indispensable part of the IoT systems, also plays a significant
role in the TENG-based human body IoT systems. Wireless
communication technology has been widely employed for data
transmission due to its convenience. A wireless body area
network (WBAN), based on the IEEE 802.15.6 standard, was
proposed for short-range wireless communication via the
human body as a propagation medium with the advantages
of low energy consumption.251

Yet, it still remains a challenge to realize interaction and
communication with fast response, stability, and reliability.
A user-friendly HMI also needs to be developed for convenient
operations. Based on the common motions of the human body,
researchers have attempted to develop innovative TENG-based
HMI devices from the perspective of materials, which can be
attached onto human body parts. Based on different human
motion-induced interfaces, the HMI devices presented in this
review are summarized into finger gesture-based interfaces,
novel finger tactile-based interfaces, and other types of inter-
faces such as human body motion, voice, and breath.
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5.1 Gesture-based interface

Human fingers are dexterous, presenting complicated gestures
containing abundant encoded information, which are conve-
nient for intention expression. To decode such gesture infor-
mation, the developed sensing interfaces are being embedded
into integrated gesture-sensing gloves.252 The representative
work on HMIs based on gestures is illustrated in Fig. 11.

Researchers have attempted to attach TENGs on gloves to
construct novel HMI gloves distinct from the commercial rigid
and bulky HMIs with the advantages of flexibility, low cost, easy
operation, and low power consumption. Luo et al. attached a
bending-angle TENG (BA-TENG) on a simple glove to develop a
multi-dimensional HMI device.253 As shown in Fig. 11a, the
device integrated with a customized print circuit board (PCB)
exhibited high sensitivity and low crosstalk in real-time finger
motion sensing with multi-channels. It has been widely applied
for smart-home and robotic control by extracting and analy-
sing the multi-dimensional signal features of the BA-TENG.

Similarly, Sun et al. designed a haptic-feedback ring enabled
glove-based HMI that used a ring-shaped TENG for finger
bending sensing and a lead zirconate titanate (PZT) thin film
for haptic sense simulation.254 With the voltage integration
method, the continuous motion of the finger was captured via a
minimalistic design. The real sense of touch was successfully
simulated by using PZT to stimulate the haptic feedback
function, showing great potential in novel virtual reality appli-
cations. As shown in Fig. 11b, He et al. presented an intuitive
glove-based HMI, which consisted of a PEDOT:PSS coated
textile strip stitched onto the glove and a layer of silicone
rubber thin film coated on the glove.255 It was demonstrated
to be applied for diversified HMI sceneries, such as wireless car
and drone control.

Additionally, textile-based TENGs with excellent washability
have been woven into gloves to fabricate HMI gloves for gesture
interaction, which has realized more accurate intelligent
clothing control due to the high outputs of TENGs. Xie et al.

Table 3 Summary of studies on various wearable/implantable TENGs for healthcare

Type Monitoring Material Description Indicator Year Ref.

Wearable Heartbeat PTFE, Cu A self-powered wireless body sensor
network (BSN) system

2.28 mW, 72–150 bpm 2017 188

Wearable Neck pulse PTFE, nylon A triboelectric sensing textile constructed
with core–shell yarns

1.33 V kPa�1, 0.32 V kPa�1 2020 192

Wearable Neck pulse PVDF, EC A triboelectric all-fiber structured
pressure sensor

1.67 V kPa�1 (0–3 kPa),
0.2 V kPa�1 (3–32 kPa)

2020 193

Wearable Wrist pulse PU/CNTs/DS,
AgNWs

A fibrous stretchable TENG-based
sensor with core–sheath structure

10 V, 0.6 mA, 0.02 N,
26.75 V N�1

2021 199

Wearable Wrist pulse CB, TPU A chargeable CB-TPU composite
material TENG

4.95 mW m�2,
646% strain

2021 200

Implantable Heartbeat PTFE, Cu, PET, Au A novel implantable TENG driven
by the heartbeat of adult swine

14 V, 5 mA, 60–120 bpm 2016 207

Implantable Heartbeat PFA, Cu, PVA-NH2 A coin-sized TENG based on body
motion and gravity driven by inertia

136 V 4.9 mW cm�3,
60–150 bpm

2021 209

Implantable Heartbeat PTFE, Al, Cu,
Teflon, Ti

A TENG-based implanted symbiotic
pacemaker for cardiac pacing

65.2 V, 0.5 mA,
50–130 bpm

2019 210

Implantable Endocardial
pressure

PTFE, Au,
Kapton, Al

A self-powered endocardial pressure
sensor with a surgical catheter

70–350 mmHg,
1.195 mV mmHg�1

2019 211

Implantable Blood
pressure

PTFE, Au, Al, Ti An implantable triboelectric active
sensor (iTEAS) for health monitoring

50–120 bpm,
17.8 mV mmHg�1

2016 212

Implantable Heartbeat Etched Cu, rubber An eco-friendly no-spacer TENG for
heart rate monitoring

3.67 V, 51.7 nA,
99.73% accuracy

2021 213

Wearable Respiration Nylon, PTFE Wearable active acetone biosensor
employing chitosan and RGO

Response: 27.89%
(10 ppm)

2020 224

Wearable Respiration PAN, PVDF A TENG with nanofibrous membranes
for respiration monitoring

RR = 24 BPM, 40 h
(stability)

2021 226

Wearable Respiration PVA/Ag, FEP A PVA/Ag nanofiber-based TENG
for respiration and gas monitoring

Response: 510% (50 ppm) 2021 227

Wearable Respiration MME, PDMS/Al A multi-scale metal mesh electrode
TENG integrated in breathing mask

175.77 V, 0.85 W m�2,
0.014 kPa�1

2021 228

Wearable Respiration PAN, PA66 Breathable and highly sensitive
self-powered e-skin based on the TENG

330 mW m�2, 0.217 kPa�1 2021 229

Wearable Sleeping Silicone, polyester A textile for monitoring all-around
physiological parameters during sleep

10.79 mV Pa�1, 0–40 Hz 2020 231

Implantable Respiration PET, PTFE A TENG-based ultra-stretchable
micro-grating i-NG system

2.2 V, 45 kPa, 900% strain 2018 232

Wearable Foot PTFE, napkin, Cu Integrating N-TENG into the insole
to detect the perspiration of foot

363 V, 42.38 mA 2021 233

Wearable Skin PDMS-MXene,
PET, ITO

A sensor can monitor physiological
signals and imitate touch sensation

0.18 V Pa�1 (10–80 Pa),
0.06 V Pa�1 (80–800 Pa)

2021 235

Implantable Bladder
pressure

Polyimide, Au In vivo experiments are performed
for delivering various bpm to the nerves

25–150 BPM 2019 236

Implantable Skin PDMS, Kapton An integrated tactile TENG device which
is implanted under the skin

3 V, 1–20 kPa 2021 238
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constructed a fibre-shaped stretchable and tailorable TENG
with high stability and continuous conductivity by using a
geometric constructed steel wire as the electrode and selecting
an ingenious silicone rubber as the triboelectric layer.256 The
fabricated device with a length of 6 cm and a diameter of 3 mm
generated an open-circuit voltage of 59.7 V, a short-circuit
current of 2.67 mA and an average power of 2.13 mW at a
frequency of 2.5 Hz. It was also woven on gloves to monitor
the motions of fingers, and it achieved the recognition of
the bending angle of every single finger and numbers of bent
fingers by analysing the collected signals. As shown in Fig. 11c,
Zhao et al. firstly interweaved Cu-coated polyacrylonitrile (Cu-PAN)
yarns and parylene coated Cu-PAN (parylene-Cu-PAN) yarns via
machines to fabricate TENG-based textile pressure sensors with
good breathability and washability.257 The fact that the mate-
rials, processing circumstances, and manufacturing methods
affected the sensitivity and washability of the designed sensors
was demonstrated by experimenting different textile-structured
TENG-based sensors under various fabrication conditions.
Meanwhile, a textile glove with attached pressure sensors was
fabricated to demonstrate posture detection.

Miniature electronics with biocompatible adhesion to skin
surfaces are defined as electronic skins (E-skins). TENGs with
compatibility, shape-adaptability, and adhesion have been
employed to obtain accurate and reliable information by

attaching TENGs on skins. Considering the damage of TENGs
to the skin, Gao et al. proposed an innovative method to
fabricate biocompatible bonding/debonding bistable adhesive
polymers (BAPs) with skin temperature-triggered conformal
adhesion (Fig. 11d).258 They developed a debonding-on-
demand TENG (DoD-TENG) which consisted of a BAP, a poly-
dimethylsiloxane elastomer, and an ion-conductive elastomer.
The DoD-TENG was used as a human–machine interface for a
self-powered drone navigation system. Shan et al. designed a
TENG-based artificial kinesthetic system with a field effect
synaptic transistor which simulated the learning process of
nerves.259 The single-electrode TENG, with PDMS/MXene as the
material of the triboelectric layer, exhibited a high sensitivity of
0.197 kPa�1 in the low-pressure region (6–30 kPa region). The
proposed system achieved the assessment of fatigue driving
risk by perceiving the motion state of muscles and joints.

5.2 Tactile-based interface

In addition to the above common gesture-based interfaces,
other types of interfaces with novel designs have also received
great research interest recently. A most extensive application
for TENG-based HMI devices focuses on the monitoring of
external pressure, which is exerted through human body
touch.260–263 Tactile interfaces, which are mainly developed
based on the contact–separation mode264,265 or the lateral-sliding

Fig. 11 Representative work on the HMI based on gestures. (a) A BA-TENG attached on a simple glove with a wireless PCB. Reproduced with permission
from ref. 253, Copyright 2021, Elsevier. (b) Schematic illustration of the TENG-based glove. Reproduced with permission from ref. 255, Copyright 2019,
Elsevier. (c) Structural design and fabrication process of the textile-based TENG and a smart woven glove. Reproduced with permission from ref. 257,
Copyright 2020, Elsevier. (d) Configuration of the DoD-TENG and the navigation of the drone via the DoD-TENG on human fingers. Reproduced with
permission from ref. 258, Copyright 2021, Elsevier.
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mode,266 have been usually designed with sensing arrays consis-
ting of a large number of sensing pixels.40,267 This high structural
complication brings extra difficulty in the layout design, trans-
mission, and analysis. To address this issue, several dexterous
designs have been constructed recently, aiming at fewer sensing
electrodes for similar functions.268–270 This section introduces
tactile-based interfaces based on the contact–separation mode
and sliding mode.

5.2.1 Contact–separation mode. Tactile-based interfaces
based on the contact–separation (C–S) mode have been widely
employed as HMI devices, such as keyboards and tactile
switches.271 Moreover, the recent representative work on HMIs
based on the contact–separation mode is illustrated in Fig. 12.

Diversified self-powered keyboards have been developed via
various TENGs with the advantages of flexibility, wearability,
and portability, which can function via human finger tactile
force.272,273 He et al. designed a triboelectric vibration sensor
(TVS) by simulating the ampulla in the lateral line of fish to
perceive an external micro-vibration accurately.274 The sensor

achieved a high sensitivity of 0.97 V N�1 at a low force (o1 N).
A TVS-based virtual digital keyboard was designed by sensing
and locating the position of the keystroke for interactive input.
As shown in Fig. 12a, Xia et al. presented a multifunctional
alginate-metallic complex TENG, which demonstrated adapta-
ble electrical output, by synthesizing the alginate complexes
with different metal ions.275 It was proved to be practical
as a self-powered sensing array based on the binary-decimal
conversion system, which offered a new insight for the devel-
opment of HMI devices. Yi et al. developed a sandwich-
structured fabric-TENG (F-TENG) with high flexibility for
real-time biometric authentication.276 A self-powered wearable
keyboard was demonstrated to simultaneously trace and record
physiological signals and identify the typing habits of indivi-
duals via the Haar wavelet by integrating large-area F-TENG
sensor arrays. Ahmed et al. presented a flexible keyboard
based on TENGs, which was employed for interacting with
computers via wireless communication due to its self-powering
mechanism.264

Fig. 12 Recent representative work on the HMI based on the contact–separation mode. (a) Schematic illustration of the TENG, and diagram of the
TENG-based binary converter system. Reproduced with permission from ref. 275, Copyright 2020, Elsevier. (b) Various devices based on the tactile TENG
with optional materials. Reproduced with permission from ref. 278, Copyright 2019, Elsevier. (c) Structural design of the foam-based TENG for tactile
sensing. Reproduced with permission from ref. 280, Copyright 2021, Elsevier. (d) Fabrication process of the PEL and configuration of the PEL@WFCF-
TENG. Reproduced with permission from ref. 281, Copyright 2021, Elsevier. (e) Fabrication process of the BC-TENG and schematic illustration of the
wearable piano based on the BC-TENG. Reproduced with permission from ref. 282, Copyright 2021, Elsevier.
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TENG-based HMI devices have been broadly applied in
precise digital control and smart home applications due to
the sensitivity and stability of TENGs.277 Huang et al. designed
a versatile tactile interactive system (TIS) through a self-
powered optical communicator triggered by a TENG.278 As shown
in Fig. 12b, the developed TIS with a simple circuit design and low
power consumption was applied to execute various applications,
such as tactile switch and domestic wireless controller. Jiang et al.
fabricated a stretchable composite electrode through synchronous
electro-spinning of thermoplastic polyurethane (TPU) and electro-
spraying of silver nanowires (AgNWs).279 Meanwhile, with the
optimized materials and structures, an ultrathin skin-inspired
TENG with washability was constructed to conformally attach
on human skin. As shown in Fig. 12c, Wu et al. developed an
ultrathin TENG-based sensor with the integration of porous
poly(dimethylsiloxane) foam and serpentine silver nanowires.280

It generated an open circuit voltage of 78.7 V and a power density
of 33.75 W m�2, which was 20 times higher than that of the pure
silicone-based TENG. The interactive capability of the TENG was
demonstrated by integrating 24 sensors into a glove.

Various novel materials have been developed in specific
tactile-interaction circumstances to overcome environmental
factors such as humidity, and achieve eco-friendliness. Wang
et al. used a porous flexible layer (PFL) and a waterproof flexible
conductive fabric (WFCF) to construct a humidity-resistant
TENG (PFL@WFCF-TENG).281 It exhibited high outputs

(135 V, 7.5 mA, 631.5 mW m�2) and excellent humidity resis-
tance (80% RH) with an area of 2 � 4 cm2. A portable and
wearable self-powered haptic controller was designed for var-
ious HMI devices via a microelectronic module (Fig. 12d).
Biocompatible bacterial cellulose (BC) with good mechanical
properties and a distinctive porous network has been proven to
be suitable as the material of eco-friendly TENGs. Zhang et al.
designed a recyclable interactive device based on a BC-TENG
that consisted of pure BC and conductive BC (Fig. 12e).282

It yielded an open-circuit voltage of 29 V and a short-circuit
current of 0.6 mA.

5.2.2 Sliding mode. TENGs based on the lateral sliding
mode can be employed for wireless controlling HMI applica-
tions, including writing pad,283,284 tablet,285 and touch pad.286

The recent representative work on HMI applications based on
the sliding mode is illustrated in Fig. 13.

Similar to gesture-based interfaces, e-skins have also been
employed for tactile interfaces based on the sliding mode
TENG. As shown in Fig. 13a, TENG-based e-skins have great
potential in fine texture recognition. Zhao et al. designed a
TENG-based fingerprint-inspired electronic skin (FE-skin) that
exhibited a fast response to fine textures of the bionic-designed
fingerprint.287 The FE-skin detected the contact area between
the fingerprint surface and the tested object surface with a
minimum discerned texture size of 6.5 mm. Different textures
were identified by using artificial neural networks to process

Fig. 13 Recent representative work on the HMI based on the sliding mode. (a) Configuration of the TENG-based FE-skin for sliding mode tactile sensing.
Reproduced with permission from ref. 287, Copyright 2021, Elsevier. (b) Structural design and working principle of the TENG-based control disk interface.
Reproduced with permission from ref. 290, Copyright 2020, Elsevier. (c) Schematic illustration of the TENG-based touchpad. Reproduced with
permission from ref. 291, Copyright 2020, Elsevier. (d) Schematic illustration of the EM-TENG structure, and working principle of the device for the
human–machine interface. Reproduced with permission from ref. 294, Copyright 2020, Elsevier.
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the collected signals from TENGs. The test results demon-
strated that disordered and ordered texture achieved accuracy
rates of over 93.33% and 92.5%, respectively. It was proved to
be superior in the field of bionic tactile perception, which was
expected to be promising for HMI applications. Shi et al.
designed a TENG-based electro-tactile (ET) system with high
sensitivity via the ball-shaped electrode array to experience the
real touch feeling.288 The integrated ET system achieved touch-
ing position and motion trace on the TENG surface reappearing
on the skin. To apply e-skin in the next generation of biome-
dicine and robotics, Yu et al. proposed an integrated
perspiration-powered electronic skin (PPES) for human meta-
bolic sensing in situ. The key metabolic analytes and the
skin temperature during physical activities were monitored
and wirelessly transmitted to the user terminal interface via
Bluetooth.289

Additionally, TENGs with good flexibility and high sensitiv-
ity have been implemented as practical HMI devices by model-
ling the graphical user interface. Qiu et al. designed a control
disk interface based on PTFE films and a photovoltaic cell
(Fig. 13b).290 It realized eight sensing transitions via the 3-bit
BRGC encoding patterns. The fabricated control disk was
utilized for wireless control of smart applications through a
signal processing circuit and a Bluetooth transmitter. As shown
in Fig. 13c, Yun et al. proposed a self-powered triboelectricity-
based touchpad (TTP) with a TENG array (49 pixels) that was
constructed of a thin and transparent substrate.291 The
designed TTP achieved recognition and classification of the
digit patterns from ‘0’ to ‘9’ with an accuracy of 93.6%, 92.2%,
and 91.8% at the bending angles of 01, 1191, and 1651 via the
pre-trained neural network. Moreover, it is essential for event-
driven information communication to design a self-powered
patterned display. As a solution, Sun et al. presented a TENG-
based MXene enhanced alternating current electroluminescence
(ACEL) device array with stretchability and transparency.292 Mean-
while, a patterned ACEL device was fabricated and implemented
as a self-powered display for human health monitoring.

The sensitivity of TENGs can also be enhanced by using
novel materials, which promotes a more sensitive tactile inter-
face based on the sliding mode. Considering the issues of the
large volume and narrow detection range of commercial acce-
leration sensors, Wang et al. designed a TENG-based miniatur-
ized acceleration sensor with high accuracy, large detection
scale, and eco-friendliness.293 Experiments demonstrated that
accelerations ranging from 0.1 m s�2 to 50 m s�2 were identi-
fied according to the relationship of response time and accel-
erations in the horizontal direction. Furthermore, no obvious
decrease of output voltage was observed after 2000 operating
cycles, exhibiting outstanding robustness and reliability.
As shown in Fig. 13d, Ba et al. reported a novel TENG-based
array with the electrode-miniaturized strategy.294 Through com-
prehensive experimental measurements it was demonstrated
that two-third reduction in the electrode area only presented a
slight effect on the electrical output of the TENG. Moreover, a
microsystem for trajectory tracking was successfully fabricated
to demonstrate that the proposed strategy endows TENG with

two more significant advantages, including higher light trans-
mittance and lower signal interference.

5.3 Other types of interfaces

Besides the above typical methods of interface with human
fingers, low-power TENG-based sensors can also be employed
as HMI applications by attaching them to many human body
parts, such as muscle,295 foot,296 eye,168,185 ear,297 and throat.298,299

Inspired by the croaking behaviour of frogs, Zhou et al. designed a
self-powered TENG-based bionic sensor with high ultra-sensitivity
(54.6 mV mm�1), a high-intensity signal (�700 mV), and a wide
sensing range (0–5 mm), which functioned as a muscle-triggered
communication aid device for the disabled.295 The signal intensity
was 206 times higher than that of traditional biopotential electro-
myography methods. The proposed bionic sensor provided a
promising research direction for HMI applications for the dis-
abled. Guo et al. developed an intriguing auditory system inte-
grated with a triboelectric auditory sensor (TAS) based on a
contact–separation mode TENG for an auxiliary hearing aid, which
exhibited an ultrahigh sensitivity of 110 mV dB�1.297 The prepared
TAS was integrated into smart robotics to achieve intelligent
interaction with humans via wireless communication, such as
voice recognition and music recording. The auditory system, as
one of the most effective and straightforward communication
strategies between humans and robots, was expected to have
potential applications in the field of HMI.

Moreover, various types of wireless transmission have
demonstrated their feasibility of being applied to the human–
machine interface. Zou et al. proposed a bionic stretchable
nanogenerator for human body multi-position motion sensing.
It was employed to monitor the human motion during swimming
for training and safety via the integrated wireless module.300 Chen
et al. presented a TENG-based wireless sensing system, consisting
of a microswitch, a capacitor–inductor oscillating circuit, and a
wireless transmission module.301 Summarily, the recent develop-
ments in wireless communication foster the development of a
WBAN, enabling the human–machine interface to be widely
distributed in biomedical fields.302,303 The aforementioned repre-
sentative studies are summarized in Table 4.

6. Discussion

Recent years have witnessed many leading teams in this field
making a series of innovative advances and achieving substan-
tive progress in the aspects of output improvement and appli-
cation extension of TENGs. The development status of TENGs
in human body IoT systems has been more and more acknowl-
edged based on the previous studies above. Here, statistic-
based discussions (Fig. 14) about these studies are presented
for further research on focused aspects of the development
trends, materials, and integration approaches.

6.1 Development statistics

After sorting out the above studies, we conduct data-oriented
discussions of interest from statistical perspectives. We collect
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a total of 187 published papers which are elaborated in this
review ranging from the year of 2017 to 2021, including 38
papers in ‘‘TENG-based human energy harvesting (EH)’’, 104
papers in ‘‘TENG-based human motion and physiological
signals monitoring’’, and 45 papers in ‘‘TENG-based human–
machine interface (HMI)’’. Meanwhile, 104 papers in ‘‘TENG-
based human motion and physiological signals monitoring’’
are divided into three categories, including 49 papers in
‘‘TENG-based wearable human motion signals monitoring
(WHMS)’’, 38 papers in ‘‘TENG-based wearable human physio-
logical signals monitoring (WHPS)’’, and 19 papers in ‘‘TENG-
based implantable human physiological signals monitoring
(IHPS)’’. The relevant statistics are shown in Fig. 14a.

Fig. 14a reveals that the related studies show an overall rapid
growth during these years, while a slight trough period is
observed in 2019. The potential reason for the downturn is
the bottleneck of materials and structures, resulting in a
narrow scope of research. Subsequently, combining 5G tech-
nology with the novel materials and innovative structures,
various studies related to TENG-based human body IoT systems
are increasingly prevailingly reported leading to a distinctly
rapid growth period after a few years. Furthermore, more

intriguing materials and structures will be employed for per-
formance enhancement of TENGs to improve the reliability and
stability of human body IoT systems.

6.2 Statistics of triboelectric materials

The material, as one of the crucial factors for the enhancement
of energy conversion efficiency in the process of the tribo-
electrification effect, plays a major role in improving the output
performance of TENGs. Here, we present a statistical discus-
sion on triboelectric materials in this review to offer inspira-
tional angles.

With regard to the non-metallic triboelectric materials,
Fig. 14b and c demonstrate that the most mainstream materials
of TENGs are PDMS and PTFE in the human body based TENG
applications. In the early stage, considering the special demand
of stretchability and flexibility for the human body, PDMS, as
one of the typical flexible silicone rubber materials, exhibited
excellent properties for working as a triboelectric layer of
wearable TENGs. Subsequently, the superiorities of PTFE were
gradually disclosed, which motivated a growing number of
developments in PTFE-based TENGs. As the statistics show, PTFE
has become one of the dominant electronegative materials.

Table 4 Summary of the studies on HMIs based on various TENGs

Type Material Description/highlight Year Ref.

Gesture PI encapsulation, Au,
IZO nano-membrane

An ultrathin TENG which proved the feasibility of a closed-loop gesture-
based HMI system

2019 252

Silicone rubber, Cu, PDMS A glove-based HMI with a bending-angle TENG for gesture sensing 2021 253
PTFE, TPU, Al A glove-based HMI with a TENG-based haptic-feedback ring for monitoring

the bending of fingers
2021 254

Silicone rubber,
Spiral steel wire

A tailored TENG woven on a glove for finger motion sensing 2019 256

PAN, Cu, Parylene A TENG-based textile pressure sensor with outstanding breathability and
washability

2020 257

Ag NWs, PDMS/Mxene A system can simulate the learning process of nerves by a field effect
synaptic transistor

2021 259

Tactile
(C–S mode)

PTFE, PMMA, Al A facial mask-based TENG which is harmless to skin can serve as a touch
sensor

2021 273

PTFE, PE, Au, Cu A TENG-based sensor by simulating the ampulla of fish to perceive an
external micro-vibration

2019 274

Glue, PTFE, Alg-M, Cu A multifunctional TENG by synthesizing the alginate complexes with
different metal ions

2020 275

PVDF-TrFE/MXene,
nylon-11

A sandwich-structured fabric-TENG with high flexibility for real-time
biometric authentication

2021 276

PTFE, CNT, Ag A novel TENG demonstrated as a self-powered switch for controller of smart
home appliances

2021 277

FEP, Cu, PET, nylon A tactile interactive system through an optical communicator triggered by a
TENG

2020 278

VHB, TPU, Ag NWs A skin-inspired TENG with washability, which can conformally attach on
human skin

2020 279

PDMS foam, Ag NWs An ultrathin TENG-based sensor integrated on a glove to magnify the
capabilities of sensing

2021 280

Tactile
(sliding mode)

PTFE, PET, Cu A TENG-based electro-tactile system with high sensitivity via the
ball-shaped electrode array

2021 288

PTFE, Cu A control disk interface based on a sliding mode TENG 2020 290
FEP, Al, ITO, PET A triboelectricity-based touchpad (TTP) with a TENG array (49 pixels) 2020 291
ZnS, SWCNT A TENG-based MXene enhanced alternating current electroluminescence

(ACEL) device array
2021 292

PTFE, Cu, steel A TENG-based miniaturized acceleration sensor with high accuracy 2021 293
PET, ITO, silicone rubber A novel TENG-based array with the electrode-miniaturized strategy 2021 294

Others Ag NWs, carbon A TENG-based bionic sensor as a muscle-triggered communication aid
device for the disabled

2021 295

Kapton, Cu, FEP An auditory system integrated with a triboelectric auditory sensor for an
auxiliary hearing aid

2021 297
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Fig. 14 Statistics of representative studies in this review. (a) The trend of representative published papers from 2017 to 2021 in this review. (b and c) The
histogram of various non-metallic triboelectric materials of TENGs for different sceneries. (d) The proportion of various metallic triboelectric materials of
TENGs.

Fig. 15 Schematic illustration of the proposed TENG-based human body IoT system with three modules. (a) The self-powered data acquisition module
with various wearable and implantable TENG-based sensors. The signals from these sensors can be processed by a MCU which is attached on cloth.
(b) The data processing center with multiple functions can be employed to further process data from different individuals via wireless communication.
(c) The data analysed and processed by the data processing center can be transmitted to the user terminals via wireless communication.
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Meanwhile, researchers have never slowed down their explora-
tion of other special materials which are capable of being
applied in specific conditions, such as degradable materials
in eco-friendliness, washable materials in textile, water-proof
materials in humidity, and fire-proof materials in fire scenes.

Different from non-metallic materials, metal materials are
employed as both electrodes and triboelectric layers. Fig. 14d
presents that Al foil, as the most typical electropositive mate-
rial, has been widely employed to fabricate the electrode
because of its good conductivity and high surface cleanliness.
Additionally, high-cost Cu foil is sometimes implemented as a
substitute for Al foil to achieve higher outputs due to its higher
conductivity. Compared with the former two metal materials,
Au foil can further reduce the size of TENGs and extend the
lifespan of TENGs owing to its high ductility and stability.
Moreover, conventional metal electrode materials are not sui-
table for special occasions requiring specific materials, such as
implantable TENGs with titanium (Ti) electrodes. Therefore,
researchers are still attempting to synthesize new materials for
various TENG-based human body IoT applications.

6.3 Integration of TENGs for human body IoT systems

In order to systematically monitor and manage human body
status information via self-powered devices, it seems increas-
ingly worthwhile to integrate the aforementioned three mod-
ules of harvesting, sensing and interfacing to the TENG-based
human body IoT system. Such an IoT system can be applied for
monitoring human motion and health status via TENG-based
wearable/implantable devices with the properties of flexibility,
compatibility, stability, and durability, powered by human
mechanical motion and physiological activities.

The proposed concept of the TENG-based human body IoT
system (Fig. 15) in this review can include a self-powered data
acquisition module, a data processing center and various user
terminals. Owing to smart cloth that is worn on the users, the
self-powered data acquisition module can collect data via
wearable and implantable TENG-based sensors for monitoring
joint motion, finger gesture, respiration, pulse, etc. Besides, the
data obtained by interaction with the external devices can also
be collected in this module. Furthermore, the data processing
center executes the multi-functions of data storage, data ana-
lysis, data management, physical status diagnosis and predic-
tion, and control of data transmission. The data of exercise
information, health diagnosis and medical records stored in
the cloud are available for users to check via mobile terminals.
The wireless communication technology is adopted between
each module. Owing to the information sharing of individuals
via the internet, such integrated systems will be expected to be
promising prospects for medical diagnosis and health manage-
ment in future.

7. Conclusions and perspectives

In this review, we have thoroughly discussed and summarized
the recent studies towards the construction of the TENG-based

human body IoT system, including energy harvesting, sensing,
and interfacing. Firstly, as for human body energy harvesting,
TENGs exhibit promising potential for smart wearables with
the advantages of flexibility, comfortability, light weight, low
cost, and high performance. Studies on harvesting human
mechanical energy with TENGs have been summarized as two
categories, i.e., configurations and material synthesis and inter-
face processing. Secondly, as for human body sensing, wearable
and implantable TENG-based sensors have been proposed with
capabilities to achieve posture recognition by sensing the
human motion information, and to monitor human health
status by analysing the human psychological signals. We have
summarized most recent studies on TENG-based wearable
sensors with the advantages of high sensitivity and stability
which have been employed in human body status monitoring,
such as monitoring of joint motions, hand gestures, and gaits,
and monitoring of heart beat, pulse, and respiration. In addi-
tion, we have also summarized implantable TENGs with the
properties of miniaturization and biocompatibility which have
been applied in continuous monitoring of physiological signals
to support disease diagnosis. Thirdly, researcher have realized
information communication between the human body and
external electronics by processing and analysing the collected
electrical signals generated by TENGs. Such studies have been
summarized based on various types of interfaces, including
gesture interfaces and tactile interfaces based on the contact–
separation and sliding mode. Finally, we have made a thorough
statistical discussion of studies on TENG-based human body
IoT systems in recent years. Discussions about the develop-
mental trend and research hotspot have also been performed in
detail. Integration of TENGs and the working mechanism of
different modules have also been comprehensively illustrated
to further achieve the integration and systematization of
human body IoT systems for human health management.

Summarily, the current advances of TENGs shed light on
the feasibility of digitized and integrated systems featured
with wireless sensing, exhibiting promising prospects in the
revolution of electronics in the future. Nonetheless, as
an emerging technology, the TENG presents limitations
including low durability and stability that need to be further
explored for more progressive human body IoT systems.
To promote the development of smart sensing and IoT fields,
the main areas where future research may need to concentrate
are proposed below.

(1) Stability and durability of TENGs. The output stability
and durability of TENGs are critical factors for robustness in
lifespan and electric outputs. An obvious issue is that the
outputs of TENGs fluctuate due to the change of surroundings,
such as the humidity304 and temperature.305,306 Considering
that the human body will be exposed to various liquids, such as
rain and sweat, it is a potential solution to use hydrophobic
materials with humidity resistance such as improved polydi-
methylsiloxane (PDMS) with a nanostructure. Additionally,
triboelectric layers of TENGs are worn after working for
thousands of cycles, which leads to an inferior output.307,308

Therefore, synthesizing a novel triboelectric layer featured with
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corrosion resistance and wear resistance is essential for TENGs,
especially implantable TENGs that demand long lifespan.

(2) Wearability and comfort of TENGs. To meet the comfort
of wearing, it is essential to design lightweight, shape-
adaptable, and skin-breathable TENGs while maintaining their
high output performance simultaneously.309 As potential solu-
tions, textile materials, including carbon-based materials and
natural products like wool and cotton, can be possibly imple-
mented as the elements of triboelectric layers to improve air
permeability. Developing materials with buffer function such as
liquid metal may be a significant direction for protecting
TENG-based sensors which are attached or woven on cloth.

(3) Biocompatibility of TENGs. Human skin, which covers
the whole human body, plays a significant role in interacting
with the external objects. Inspired by human skin, e-skin
provides the possibility to achieve non-invasive medical
diagnosis, human–machine interface, and prosthetics. As a
potential solution, the chitosan (CS) membrane, with chitosan
being a natural polymer with the properties of biocompatibility
and biodegradability, is suitable to function as the triboelectric
material of TENG-based e-skin. However, its high water vapor
penetration ability and unsatisfactory mechanical properties
are major challenges. The biocompatibility and other proper-
ties of the CS membrane can be effectively improved via inter-
face processing, centrifugation, and other operations. Thus,
from the perspective of material properties, choosing appro-
priate materials for synthesis and interface processing may
effectively improve the biocompatibility of TENGs in future.

(4) TENG packaging: developing effective packaging techno-
logy for TENGs. The packaging of TENGs will be vitally impor-
tant to make them commercialized products especially for
application in a variety of hash environments, because moist-
ure or any surface contaminant can largely affect the perfor-
mance of the TENG. However, packaging of TENGs may be
more difficult than that of the traditional micro electromecha-
nical system devices, since TENGs contain parts in motion and
possible air gaps to separate surface charges. To ensure the
portability and stability of TENG-based devices, lightweight
waterproof materials such as polyurethane will be suggested
for employing as the shell for TENG packaging.

(5) Power management. Versatile TENGs, which are featured
with high voltage, low current, and large internal impedance,
usually yield AC outputs which need to be converted, trans-
mitted, and finally stored for reutilization. Conventional power
management approaches produce a large dissipation in the
above processes. Thus, efficient power management strate-
gies and energy storage units are desirable to effectively
improve the energy conversion, transmission, and storage
efficiency for constitution of stable and sustainable inte-
grated systems. Specifically, as an alternative solution of
the traditional impedance-matching approach, energy con-
version efficiency can be enhanced effectively by minimizing
the capacitive load of the improved energy extraction
enhancement circuit. Furthermore, the design of the power
management circuit suitable for the TENG network remains
to be further studied.

(6) Communication and networking. As 5G wireless commu-
nication technology is rapidly getting integrated into the IoT
systems, an increasing number of TENG-based smart devices
are equipped with capabilities to access and collect information
conveniently, analyse and process data precisely, and transmit
messages rapidly.310 It is worth mentioning that wireless commu-
nication between human body IoT systems, which are adopted for
continuously monitoring the human body status by integrating
with various wearable/implantable TENG-based sensors, can be
realized via the internet. For in vitro monitoring, including human
motion status and health monitoring, the human motion posture
and medium-long distance transmission are a challenge for
WBAN. Therefore, it can be considered to design a communica-
tion protocol that can be dynamically adjusted according to the
possible human motion posture and transmission distance while
ensuring anti signal interference. Meanwhile, clothing made from
conductive fabrics can be used to transmit signals through radio
surface plasmons propagating on metamaterial textiles, which
can provide wireless transmission for textile-based wireless tactile
sensing. Furthermore, the stability of long-distance data transmis-
sion is a direction worthy of further studies.

(7) AI technology. The majority of researchers focus on the
monitoring and diagnosis of human body conditions. Studies
on the prediction of individuals’ potential diseases via TENGs
have not been reported. Therefore, by combining with AI tech-
nologies, such as machine learning311 and deep learning,312 a
long-term prediction of potential life-threatening diseases can be
explored by analyzing the disease-related physiological indicators
which are monitored by TENGs. Subsequently, personalized
medical guidance and suggestions can be offered to prevent
diseases in their early stages. Furthermore, combined with AI
technology, we can effectively monitor and predict the physical
status that can be monitored by TENG-based sensors, so as to
focus on our physical state at all times.

(8) Fundamental theory of TENGs. The expanded Maxwell’s
equations, as the fundamental theory of TENGs, implied that
physical contact among the moving media creates electrostatic
charges on their surfaces in the mechano-driven slow moving
media system due to the triboelectrification effect. The term PS

in eqn (8) is mainly due to the surface electrostatic charges, and the
terms n� B and n� (D0 + PS) in eqn (14) and (15) are the sources of
electromagnetic waves generated by moving media. The current
theory may be applied to explain the electromagnetic wave genera-
tion, transmission, scattering and reflection behaviour of TENGs
due to additional contributions to such behaviour introduced by
the electrostatic charges on the surfaces of TENGs.70 Starting from
the expanded Maxwell’s equations, the influence of the magnetic
field on the performance of TENGs remains to be further studied.
Additionally, further research on electromagnetic waves emitted
from TENGs may contribute to the development of wireless com-
munication, signal processing, and imaging.
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